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Foreword

Foreword
In the context of the current climate crisis – and in consideration of the impact that buildings have on the
environment and the pressing requirements of new energy and professional regulations (e.g., the European
Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings, 2003) – the role of higher education as a means of
introducing new generations of architects to the principles and practices of sustainable environmental design
is highly significant, although this faces a number of pedagogical and professional barriers.
The need to initiate a change in the education of building practitioners that supports the implementation of
considerations of environmental sustainability in architecture is mainly triggered by three factors:
 Current building practices have been slow to respond to the need of enhancing sustainable environmental
design within a creative architectural discourse;
 Accreditation and qualification criteria established by professional bodies do not yet comprehensively
contribute to the efficient promotion of environmental sustainability in building design;
 University curricula have proved to be sparsely effective in systematically integrating sustainable
environmental design in the education of students of architecture.
In response to these challenges, the Framework for Curriculum Development herein presented has been
conceived to facilitate the incorporation of principles and practices of sustainable environmental design and
energy efficiency in the education of architects. This document has been elaborated to offer a basic
underlying conceptual support for articulating programme design and development – yet, without specifying
a detailed ‘prototypical’ curriculum in architecture so as to recognise necessity for flexibility, autonomy,
cultural diversity and innovation amongst higher education institutions – in order to contribute to bridge
current divides between sustainability-related knowledge and creative design and promote the
implementation of sustainable environmental design in higher and professional education.
To these aims, this Framework for Curriculum Development is primarily addressed to Heads of Schools
and Departments, Course Directors and all those members of staff of higher education institutions and
regulatory bodies that deal regularly and directly with programme design, development and degrees’
accreditation, so as to contribute to the advance of pedagogical provisions for architectural curricula in the
field of environmental sustainability at each level of academic and pre/post-professional training.
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A Roadmap to Education for Sustainability
1. The Architectural Profession
Pressures to mitigate impacts on the environment and promote adaptation to climate change scenarios
(IPCC, 2007) have recently steered the architectural profession down the route of passive/hybrid
environmental strategies in building design. After several decades where – following a highly-compartmented
educational system – the responsibility of designing energy efficient buildings had been ceded to the
specialist engineering profession, new requirements are now forcing the technical spotlight back on to the
architect, reversing a tendency where architectural practice had been biased towards formal stylish design
rather than to address the challenges presented by environmental sustainability (Altomonte, 2009).
A number of professional firms nowadays claim sustainable design as a key element of their approach to
architecture. However, few buildings have lived up to these claims, especially in relation to energy efficiency.
Conversely, many buildings hailed for environmental excellence have failed to impress architecturally. An
approach where carbon neutrality and reduction of consumption has, more often than not, been prioritised
over creative design, quality of life and psycho-physiological comfort of occupants, has frequently hindered
the architectural value of the buildings being produced. With relatively few exceptions, a general lack of
integrated technical skills amongst architects has manifested itself through a profession yet generally illequipped to handle the substantial paradigm shift involved in environmentally-responsible design.
To help ensure that building designs are carried out in a manner that embraces the concepts of sustainability
within an ethically, culturally and socially viable design process, an overarching approach to architectural
practice has to be taken. This should support the combination of energy efficiency measures together with
the need to secure people’s comfort and quality of life, integrating environmental awareness, knowledge and
technical skills within a creative design discourse. Clearly, this is an approach that has to be embraced from
the earliest stages of design development and cannot be left as an after-thought once the main formal and
technical features of a building have been resolved. To facilitate this process, the enhancement of
sustainable design in the practice of architecture must become a core issue within the development of
professional competence and ethos of practitioners. Such a shift represents a radical change in the way in
which progression towards the practice of architecture is supported by educational methodologies.
The imperative to implement sustainability in building design is therefore demanding a substantial revision of
the training process that grants access to the architectural profession, starting with the curricula in higher
education and feeding into the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) of practicing architects.

2. Accreditation and Qualification Criteria
On the path that grants access to professional practice, an apparent gap in the conditions for accreditation of
curricula and in the qualification criteria as established by most regulatory bodies around the world
represents a potential obstacle to the effective implementation of sustainable environmental design in
architecture. This gap is most evident in the idiosyncrasies of an environment-related architectural education.
Worldwide, there exist numerous prescription and validation criteria that control entry into the architectural
profession. These are devised to ensure that the standards attained by successful graduates of an
architectural program are appropriate with respect to the design and professional skills and ethical formation
required for competent practice. However, these criteria are often inhomogeneous and characterised by
loose requirements, especially in prescribing an effective balance between creative and technical abilities.
Although the criteria established by professional bodies aim almost unanimously to “develop professional
education and respond to a changing environment” (ARB/RIBA, 2002), with relatively few exceptions the
emphasis is often placed on the central generalist role of design, whilst sustainability and environmental
knowledge is frequently assigned only a marginal role. Even though environmental targets are often
mentioned in validation criteria (albeit, at times, ambiguously), there seems to be no measurable indicator for
quantifying and qualifying these aspects of education. Nor are there specific principles defining the level of
environmental competence and skills that students must acquire at each stage of the process of qualifying
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as architects. Therefore, since environmental validation criteria are often not explicitly or specifically
described (or prescribed) – and consequently remain open to interpretation – in general they cannot be
considered as systematically beneficial to protecting a sustainable future in building design. This lack of
quantifiable measures assumes further relevance in Europe in light of the EC Directive 2005/36 dealing with
mutual recognition of professional qualifications across member states (European Commission, 2006).
Nevertheless, a global review of practice reveals that the implementation of sustainable environmental
design in architectural curricula and in qualification criteria is a theme that currently sits at the core of the
activities of many academic and professional bodies (e.g., NAAB, 2009; ARB, 2010). Such endeavours
indicate that there is a global desire for explicit and measurable indicators that regulate access to the
profession and nurture the concept of sustainability in the training and practice of architecture.

3. A Framework for Curriculum Development
In response to these contemporary challenges, the Framework for Curriculum Development herein
presented has been structured in two different parts.
The first part presents a Pedagogical Framework on which the development of a curriculum can be based.
The Pedagogical Framework aims to provide guidelines in curricular advancement, yet maintaining sufficient
flexibility for it to be adapted to a diversity of contexts, pedagogical systems and approaches, local
requirements, environmental targets, and therefore to be applied to different educational structures and
methodologies. Basing on the mission set by an Agenda for sustainable architectural education and on a
critical analysis of barriers and priorities as currently required by the professional market, the learning
outcomes in terms of competence and skills expected of graduates of architectural disciplines are proposed
on a scale that encompasses both conventional design principles and those of environmental performance.
Such learning outcomes and pedagogical objectives are related to the systematisation of a broad knowledge
base of sustainable environmental design, are combined with the identification of curricular models of best
practice in environmental education and are enriched by the exploration of pedagogical science theories and
methods that can facilitate knowledge transfer between technical and creative domains.
Specifically, the Pedagogical Framework has been structured on the following components:
 Mission: Agenda for Sustainable Architectural Education
The Agenda has been conceived as a list of ten priorities to be considered by higher education
institutions so as to foster the successful implementation of environmental sustainability at each level of
progression towards professional practice.
 Learning Outcomes: Professional Competence in Sustainable Environmental Design
On the basis of some 400 surveys conducted with building practitioners worldwide, the demands and
priorities requested by the market have been benchmarked in terms of professional abilities necessary to
meet existing energy regulations and environmental targets. This investigation has been supported by
continuing exchanges with professional bodies and academic institutions so as to lead to the definition of
the pedagogical objectives with respect to the knowledge, skills and competence of sustainable
environmental design which is expected of students and graduates of architecture – as well as of building
practitioners – at each level of their education to respond to current requirements.
 Contents: Cognitive Framework
‘Sustainable’, ‘bioclimatic’, ‘ecological’, ‘green’, ‘solar’, ‘passive’, ‘environmental’, etc., are recurring terms
in architectural education although they are rarely ascribed a precise meaning. This often misused
terminology prevents the thorough implementation of the related design principles and practices at
appropriate stages of the pedagogy, thus hindering the consistent incorporation of environmental
sustainability within aesthetic, social, cultural, energetic and economic values of design. In order to
remove this educational barrier, a clear systematisation of the cognitive constituents (theoretical,
experiential and analytic) of an education in sustainable environmental design has been developed for
them to be consistently introduced at suitable levels of progression in higher education curricula. Such
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systematisation has been structured on an integrated cognitive framework, whereas issues and
principles, applications and case studies, and tools of sustainable environmental design are presented
and discussed to support the education of architectural students and building practitioners.
 Programme Structure: Curricular Models for Environmental Education
Building on a comprehensive consolidation of the current state-of-the-art of academic pedagogies,
different curricular models for best practice in environmental education have been outlined and
synthesised (including organisation of teaching subjects, methods of assessment, delivery of contents,
etc.), for them to be proposed as potential programme structures for curriculum development.
 Teaching & Learning Methodologies: Pedagogical Methods for Knowledge Transfer
Encompassing existing educational science knowledge, the pedagogical methodologies basing on which
the targeted learning outcomes could be achieved have been investigated. A collaborative approach to
the delivery and assessment of technical knowledge of environmental sustainability within creative design
applications has been embraced, this representing a substantial departure from currently common
educational methods. To this aim, inter-, intra-, trans- and cross-disciplinary contributions to an integrated
pedagogy have been explored, together with the appraisal of applied/experiential learning, new analytic
visualisation tools and the integration of up-to-date insights from pedagogical research (e.g., e-learning,
virtual learning environments, shared repositories and databases, etc.).
The second part of this document presents some Case Studies of Curriculum Development, as they
derive from the educational provisions informed at the institutions partner of the EDUCATE consortium
following the initial stages of the Action. Such case studies are illustrated to provide exempla of curriculum
development, including the definition of pedagogical objectives, course contents and structures, teaching
and learning methodologies, tools and resources, etc. towards the incorporation of sustainable
environmental design at every stage of the architectural curriculum.
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1. Agenda for Sustainable Architectural Education
A sustainable education in architecture must foster knowledge, skills and competence in environmental
design aiming to achieve comfort, delight, well-being and energy efficiency in new and existing buildings.
This must be promoted and demonstrated within a culturally, economically and socially viable design
process at all stages of the training of building practitioners, by adoption of the following principles:
1.

Sustainable environmental design must be seen as a priority in the education of building
professionals from the beginning of their studies.

2.

Academic institutions, students and professional bodies must all be committed to this
educational priority.

3.

A sustainable environmental education must enthuse and inspire students to rigorously and
creatively address contemporary design challenges.

4.

Educators should seek to promote this through direct experiential learning, using
appropriate methodologies, tools and techniques.

5.

A sustainable environmental education must encourage critical awareness, responsibility
and reflection of the numerous interdependencies within the design process.

6.

The pedagogy must support investigative discourse between the various parties and
professions involved.

7.

Adequate research, human, financial and time resources must be devoted to this process.

8.

Educators and professionals must continually evolve the knowledge base of sustainable
environmental design through exemplar research and architectural practice.

9.

This knowledge base must be disseminated in a manner that is easily accessible to students,
educators, practitioners and the general public.

10. A successful education must have the full backing of accreditation and regulatory bodies1.

1

The ten principles of the EDUCATE Agenda for Sustainable Architectural Education are featured in the March 2010
EDUCATE Printed Newsletter downloadable (in six different languages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and
Hungarian) from the EDUCATE web site on http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/newsletter-mar-2010.php
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2. Professional Competence in Sustainable Environmental Design
2.1. A Global Inquiry of Professional Practice: Benchmarking Barriers and Priorities
During its initial stage, EDUCATE has conducted a global appraisal of the state of the art of environmental
sustainability in professional practice, so as to build a picture of awareness, knowledge and requirements
amongst architectural firms in Europe and in selected extra-European countries2. These activities have been
performed through online surveys distributed to professionals, in which building practitioners were asked to
express their opinions and rate priorities with reference to their experience and individual approach
concerning the implementation of sustainable mandates in architectural practice.
Following a comprehensive statistical
evaluation of the results obtained
(some 400 surveys have been
collected from 40 different countries,
Fig. 1), a critical analysis has been
conducted
in
collaboration
with
professional bodies to extrapolate, per
each context of analysis, the barriers
and opportunities for the successful
embracement of sustainable design in
architectural practice, whilst also
prioritising market demands and
expectations in terms of knowledge
and skills that students should acquire
at each level of progression towards
professional qualification3.

Figure 1. Distribution of surveys with participating countries highlighted

A synthesis of the results obtained in selected contexts is herein summarised.
Amongst Northern European countries, in United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark the results of the survey
confirmed that most practitioners perceive sustainable environmental design as a source of creative
inspiration from the initial stages of design and are clearly conscious of the responsibilities it entails.
Architects in these countries think that environmental sustainability should be a compulsory requirement for
professional qualification and should be consistently included in higher education curricula, so that graduates
entering architectural practice possess the necessary skills to respond to market expectations. Such
commitment to education should also be reinforced by Continuing Professional Development and include
dissemination of knowledge to the general public, also in order to respond to new regulations and
governmental initiatives. Existing regulations are generally considered as being supportive to the application
of sustainable practices, yet with room for improvement particularly in terms of mandatory benchmarks. A
further important role must be played by clients, which – although increasingly conscious of the opportunities
offered by sustainable design – are still often driven mainly by demands for aesthetical appearance and
reduction of costs. For a successful transition to professional practice, students of architecture should have
experience in environmental analysis from the pre-design stages to post-occupancy environmental
assessment. More importantly, they should get more precise information on cost and payback periods,
therefore having access to reliable, transparent and verified data, built precedents and benchmarks. The
main barriers to the implementation of sustainable design in practice can therefore be summarised in:
 Costs (or perception of them, by architects, clients and developers);
 Lack of confidence in sustainable solutions;
2

The general results of the analysis of environmental sustainability in design practice across Europe and in selected
non-European countries are published in the EDUCATE report “State of the Art of Environmental Sustainability in
Professional Practice”, downloadable from http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/state-of-the-art.php
3
Detailed outcomes of the surveys in specific countries is available in the EDUCATE document “Benchmarking of
Professional Needs”, downloadable from http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/benchmarking-professional-needs.php
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 Loose regulations, lack of long-term vision and scarcity of adequate financial incentives;
 Ambitious claims and conflicting information on data and performance;
 Insufficient training to promote multi-disciplinary education for architects, builders, consultants and clients,
and to facilitate change of mindset and behaviours.
The idea that sustainable solutions are more expensive, or can be a limitation to good design, is still diffused
among clients and actors of the building market, therefore requiring additional emphasis in education,
regulations and communication of knowledge. In terms of educational development, therefore, it is essential
that sustainability and architectural design are not considered as separated entities. Sustainability is not just
about energy efficiency, but rather a complex and overarching multidisciplinary field that requires appropriate
expertise, as well as a moral obligation and an opportunity for inspired architecture.
In Central Europe, as far as Belgium, the Netherlands and France are concerned, environmental
awareness and responsibility are rapidly spreading amongst building professionals that start to consider
sustainability as a source of inspiration and an ethical commitment, particularly at the initial and specification
stages of the design process. Further education is seen as fundamental to promote values of environmental
sustainability in practice, particularly in terms of passive design, energy efficiency, carbon neutrality and
renewable energies. Professional competence in sustainable design is considered as paramount for
architectural practice and should be provided within the pre-and post-professional training of building
practitioners, although not always architects seem to hold confidence that higher education institutions and
regulatory bodies have the necessary capacity to offer such advanced formation. Amongst the priorities for
the implementation of sustainable practices in architectural design are the following:
 More precise information to the public (specifically in terms of costs and innovation in design);
 Remove cultural routines that often ignore the possibilities offered by sustainability, which is still
considered as a too complex subject that has to be exclusively ceded as the domain of the specialist;
 More stringent regulations and standards, whose application should be more strictly verified.
In Germany and Switzerland, architects show significant consciousness of sustainable environmental
design, which is considered an important requirement to enter the professional market. For many it
represents a core part of the design ethos and a potential source of inspiration, although a number of
respondents declared to be less confident towards the creativity inherent in sustainable design. These
results have to be considered in the context of the education that architects receive in these countries and
also of a number of stringent regulations focused on energy efficiency of buildings. In fact, according to the
surveys, the areas where more information is required mainly concern issues of social sustainability,
renewable energy and energy efficient solutions rather than passive environmental design, where ample
knowledge is likely to be already delivered within higher education in response to the legislative framework.
This is also reflected in the strong expectations towards regulations that should be improved to foster
creativity in environmental solutions, as well as the confidence given to governmental institutions and
professional bodies in promoting sustainable practices and providing expert training. Concerning clients’
requirements, costs still represent a primary concern, whilst ethical mindsets play a very marginal role. As a
consequence, the public should gain better knowledge of sustainable design and behaviour, whilst
regulations should be less restrictive to increase design opportunities and means of architectural expression.
For Southern Europe, architects in Italy, Spain and Portugal show growing awareness and interest in
sustainability and the creative inspiration it could bring throughout the design process, although there still are
misconceptions and/or misunderstandings amongst professionals. A sustainable design ethos is mainly
aimed to guarantee the comfort of occupants through passive strategies and attention to social sustainability,
although more detailed information on energy efficiency, renewable systems and management of resources
would further support current practices. This consciousness is revealed also in the belief that sustainable
design should be part of the education of architects, although such requirement is not yet consistently
considered as a compulsory condition for entering the professional market. Competence and skills should be
supported also by the promotion of expert training, although there is still a certain lack of confidence in
academic and professional institutions. In summary, several barriers still exist to the successful
implementation of sustainable design in the practice of architecture, namely:
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 Lack of adequate culture in clients, which are often concerned exclusively with the minimisation of capital
costs, and are not aware of the potentials inherent in a sustainable approach to design;
 An unsuitable regulatory framework, fragmented and highly bureaucratised, which is compounded by a
shortage of vision shared by the government and the investors;
 Lack of appropriate financial incentives, which further reduces the chances of investment in innovative
materials, technologies and approaches to design.
Conversely, more widespread, accessible and clear knowledge – promoted also by more investments in
research – on the principles and practices of environmental sustainability could bring advantages to both the
architectural profession and the society, offering clearer understanding of the cost implications of
sustainability, stimulating ethical responsibility, and triggering changes of attitude and behaviours.
In Eastern Europe, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria share comparable outcomes. Architects generally
support the requirement for sustainable environmental design to be consistently included in the training of
professionals starting from the early stages of higher education and, in most cases, consider such approach
as being core to their design ethos. Informed knowledge of sustainable principles should be required to
access architectural practice and should be further deepened through Continuing Professional Development
and expert training offered by regulatory bodies. In order to implement successfully the mandates and
opportunities presented by environmental sustainability, a strong responsibility is held by the Government,
whose regulations at present still fail to consistently promote its effective implementation. Obstacles to
overcome to support sustainable practices are represented mainly by:
 An inadequate legislative structure;
 A generally inconsistent educational framework, compounded also by the requirements of clients, both
public and private, which are mainly (if not uniquely) concerned with issues of financial nature;
 Lack of clear information and appropriate research that builds on traditional skills, exempla of best
practice and an interdisciplinary insight, which would allow contamination and transfer of knowledge
between different professional domains.
Education for sustainability should be considered in a holistic way, and also favour better communication
between the architectural profession and the government to facilitate political decision-making, more
appropriate standards and bridge the gaps between contrasting interests.
Amongst extra-European countries, in Canada and in the United States of America there is increasing
consciousness about the potentials offered by a sustainable approach to design, this representing a core
part of the ethos and methodology of dedicated firms. Particular attention is currently given to the aspects of
social and economic sustainability, energy efficiency and comfort of occupants, although more information
would be needed with respect to the achievement of carbon neutrality in buildings, passive design principles,
the management of resources and the integration of renewable energies in architecture. Canadian and
American architects believe that sustainable design should sit at the core of architectural education, and that
competence in this area should be compulsory for qualification, although currently such demand is not
considered mandatory for accessing the building market and should be further reinforced by professional
development courses. To promote sustainability in the practice of architecture, a key role should be played
by the Government, also in consideration of the fact that current regulations are not always proficient in
guaranteeing such integration. Public and private clients are increasingly aware of the mandates and
opportunities offered by sustainability, even if more information is needed to sensitise the public to the broad
environmental/ecological/ethical agenda and combat the existing ‘fear factor’ with respect to sustainable
solutions (e.g., consideration of life-cycle environmental and economic costs) and the common practice of
‘greenwash’. Amongst the priorities to support sustainable practices, of particular relevance are the following:
 Education to raise clients’ and developers’ awareness and shift thinking from profit-driven cultural norms;
 Definition of appropriate policies, regulations and codes, which could potentially be promoted by
dedicated governmental agencies.
In Latin America (Mexico, Chile, Brazil), architects do not yet seem to be consistently conscious of the
opportunities offered by environmental sustainability, although for dedicated practices sustainable design is
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considered as a creative input to architecture and effectively influences choices particularly at the early
stages of design development. Architects in Latin America are primarily concerned about offering comfort to
occupants via passive design strategies, although more information would be required particularly in terms of
energy efficiency, carbon neutrality, resource management and renewable energies. Currently however,
skills of environmental sustainability are not strictly requested to enter the building market, although such
professional competence could be reinforced via courses provided by regulatory bodies. The priorities for a
comprehensive embracement of sustainability in architectural design can therefore be summarised in:
 A more suitable legislative framework that create real drivers and demands;
 A scientific rather than empirical approach to environmental sustainability that can promote innovation
and creativity in architectural design;
 More education for the general public, so as to prevent frequent misconceptions, cultural prejudices and
existing mindsets that prioritise saving money at the time of investment rather than looking at benefits and
returns in the long term.
In China, respondents of the survey manifested their enthusiasm towards sustainability and the opportunities
offered by a design approach based on passive design strategies and the attention given to issues of
comfort and energy efficiency. However, such commitment is only partially shared by clients, developers and
building practitioners in general, as represented by a building market which is yet not comprehensively
requiring such skills to enter the professional practice. Clients’ requests are in fact still mainly driven by
priorities concerned with reduction of investment costs, financial incentives and aesthetic values, while
governmental policies and regulations are still inadequate to support the effective implementation of
sustainable design in the building industry. Amongst the main priorities to be addressed are the following:






Promotion of skills in local materials and building heritage;
Need for a clearer and more stringent legislative framework;
Remove clients’ common perception that sustainability is complex and expensive;
Reinforced education for architects, builders, developers and policy-makers;
Avoid the habit of poor construction methods, short times of design and low budgets.

In Singapore, architects find creative inspiration in environmental sustainability throughout the various
stages of the design process, predominantly in terms of application of passive principles of design and
attention to aspects of social sustainability (including cultural and religious differences). Singaporean
architects strongly believe that environmental sustainability should be a central part of architectural
education and be compulsory for professional qualification. In supporting the implementation of sustainable
design, a responsibility lies in governmental institutions, although existing regulations seem to provide a
sufficient framework to promote such implementation. Nevertheless, a too prescriptive legislative structure
(e.g., the rigid application of the Greenmark standard) could entail the risk of constraining creativity in design.
Ecological and ethical issues, however, very rarely represent a design driver particularly for private clients.
As a consequence, awareness of environmental responsibility should be better promoted so as to overcome
existing knowledge barriers and dichotomies of visions and intents – that also involve some of the actors of
the building market (e.g., developers) – and to consistently support changes of attitude and expectations
(e.g., lifestyles). Research and dissemination of best practice in sustainable environmental design should be
primarily promoted by regulatory and governmental institutions, particularly with reference to the specific
characters of this city-state (e.g., land scarcity and shortage of local resources).
In Australia, architects seem consistently aware of the mandates of sustainability and the creative
inspiration it can bring to design, and this belief is shared also by the majority of public and private clients.
Nevertheless, more accessible and clear information for the general public – as well as for investors and
developers – is required on the environmental, social, cultural and economical implications of sustainable
design so as to promote further changes in behaviour and habits. A substantial education on the principles of
sustainability is considered as necessary to enter the professional market and must therefore be consistently
included in architectural curricula. This should also be supported by an appropriate legislative framework,
incentives, standards and regulations, so as to facilitate the achievement of a longer-term vision towards the
several advantages that sustainability can bring to the development of the society.
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2.2. Pedagogical Objectives in Sustainable Architectural Education
Education for sustainable development is an emerging imperative, representing a major shift in the way in
which younger generations are taught within academic curricula (HEA, 2005). As a result of the analysis of
the professional surveys – and following a critical evaluation of the existing barriers and priorities to the
implementation of environmental sustainability in architectural design as requested by the building market –
an attempt can be made to define the pedagogical objectives in terms of the competence in sustainable
environmental design that needs to be acquired by students of architecture at each level of progression
towards professional qualification and responsible practice (e.g., at RIBA Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 in UK).
Clearly, such pedagogical objectives would need to be considered at a rather wide-ranging level, since they
would have to reflect national differences in terms of curricular structure and requirements of legislative and
regulatory bodies. In general, however, key pedagogical objectives should include, other than the mere
acquisition of cognitive notions, also experiential, analytic and synthetic abilities deriving from the study of
built precedents, field observations and simulations that inform design, hands-on applications and testing,
and critical analysis of environmental performance data and forms of architectural expression (AA, 2010).
The UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) 2005-14 – declared by the UN Assembly
through its Resolution 57/254 – states that “Universities must function as places of research and learning for
sustainable development” (UNESCO, 2009)4. Education can play a fundamental role in both raising
awareness amongst young people about sustainable mandates and give them the knowledge and abilities to
put sustainability into practice. To this aim, priority should be given to the development of sustainability
literacy as a ‘core competence’ amongst graduates (HEA, 2005). Pedagogical methodologies should move
away from ‘reductionist’ approaches towards fostering critical and holistic thinking, lifelong learning and
making inter-, intra-, trans-, cross-disciplinary and systemic connections between seemingly disparate
cognitive domains. Nevertheless, several misconceptions and misunderstandings complicate such objective,
starting from misused terminology that is repeatedly attached to courses and modules, without often being
ascribed a precise meaning. According to the 27 principles that characterise the framework of sustainable
development (Rio Declaration, 2007), in fact, the much abused term ‘sustainability’ has to go beyond the
natural environment alone, satisfying the tangible and intangible needs for economic prosperity and social
harmony through the complex interplay of a number of diverse dimensions. The need for sustainable
development has to concurrently embrace many different aspects of human activity, which include economic,
socio-cultural, ethical and aesthetic values in addition to the environmental and technical issues surrounding
energy consumption, management of resources and reduction of CO2 emissions, so as to ensure that
tomorrow’s generations will be able to satisfy their needs at the same level of today (WCED, 1997).
In this context, sustainable environmental design5 has therefore to be assumed as an “architectural skill”, not
yet common practice, with potentials to deliver low (or zero) carbon buildings at a cost comparable to current
standards (AA, 2010). This approach is to be based on the application of carefully thought-out design
principles, albeit regrettably still largely confused with over-engineered solutions, which treat the environment
as a form generator and adopt physical issues as architectural concerns. This design method should be
supported by specialist tools and techniques that cannot generally be ‘self-taught’ and that demand, for it to
become a key ingredient of current architectural practice, a new approach to education (AA, 2010). To this
aim, architectural pedagogy has to be informed by an overarching ethos that combines technical principles
with the need to secure people’s comfort and quality of life, consistently integrating environmental
knowledge, understanding and skills within an explorative and creative design discourse.
4

In the context of the DESD, the following definition is given: “Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is a vision
of education that seeks to balance human and economic well-being with cultural traditions and respect for the Earth’s
natural resources. ESD applies transdisciplinary educational methods and approaches to develop an ethic for lifelong
learning; fosters respect for human needs that are compatible with sustainable use of natural resources and the needs of
the planet; and nurtures a sense of global solidarity” (www.unesco.org/education/desd).
5
The term ‘sustainable environmental design’ here used derives from the definition given in the Architectural
Association’s MSc & MArch Sustainable Environmental Design Programme Guide to refer to “the means by which
heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting” can be provided in buildings to achieve comfortable conditions for occupants,
“displacing the use of non-renewable energy sources and conventional building service engineering by self-sustaining
processes that are inherent in the built form, elemental specification and operational schedules of buildings” (AA, 2010).
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2.3 Knowledge, Skills and Competence in Sustainable Environmental Design
The terms knowledge, skills and competence in sustainable environmental design here utilised are derived
from the recommendations of the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF)6, which
was adopted in 2008 by the European Commission as a common EU reference framework to link countries’
qualifications systems together and act as a “translation device to make qualifications more readable and
understandable across different countries and systems in Europe” (EC, 2008). Compatibly with the structure
of European higher education as derived from the Bologna Declaration (EHEA, 1999) and the establishment
in Bergen in 2005 of a Framework for Qualifications of the European Higher Education Area (FQ-EHEA,
2005), the EQF structures learning in 8 levels spanning the full scale of qualifications (where level 6, 7 and 8
correspond respectively to the three cycles of higher education – herein broadly defined as undergraduate,
graduate and postgraduate – as per the Bologna process) and describes the attainments at each level in
learning outcomes as “a statement of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on completion of
a learning process” (EC, 2008). The EQF strengthens the need to emphasise the results of learning rather
than inputs or length of the study so as to facilitate comparisons and links among qualifications awarded by
national authorities and by other stakeholders. In the EQF, learning outcomes are described in terms of:
 “Knowledge: the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning. Knowledge is the body of
facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a field of work or study. In the context of the
European Qualifications Framework, knowledge is described as theoretical and/or factual;
 Skills: the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve problems. In the
context of the EQF, skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative
thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and use of methods, materials, tools and instruments);
 Competence: the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or methodological
abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development. In the context of the
EQF, competence is described in terms of responsibility and autonomy” (EC, 2008).
These descriptors differ marginally from the criteria used, for example, in the UK ARB Final Draft of Criteria
at Parts 1, 2 and 3 (to become effective from the 2011/2012 prescription cycle)7, and adopted in the QAA
Subject Benchmark Statement - Architecture 2010 (QAA, 2010)8, where the level of achievement required as
the student progresses through qualifications (e.g., at ARB/RIBA Parts 1, 2 and 3) is indicated in terms of9:
 “Knowledge: familiarity with specific information, including facts, definitions, rules, methods, process or
settings, without necessarily being able to see its implication or application.
 Understanding: identification, assimilation and comprehension of information. Students can correctly
paraphrase or summarise information and can relate it to other material, including its practical application.
 Skills: ability to relate specific information to the accomplishment of tasks including the correct selection of
information that is appropriate to a situation and apply to the solution of specific problems” (ARB, 2010).
Although the taxonomy of learning outcomes is to some extent different in terms of nomenclature of the
descriptors between the EQF and specific national legislations (as, for example, those of ARB/RIBA in UK), it
is evident that the educational achievements described remain largely similar, hence reference is herein
made to the EQF criteria to ensure transferability of the proposed learning outcomes throughout Europe.
6

Available at ec.europa.eu/education/pub/pdf/general/eqf/broch_en.pdf
Available at http://www.arb.org.uk/consultations/criteria/default.php
8
Available at: http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/honours/architecture2010.pdf
9
These descriptors used by ARB/ RIBA and the QAA also differ slightly from the previous UK ARB Prescriptions of
Qualification 2003, which referred to awareness, knowledge, understanding and ability to “indicate the level of
achievement required in each theme and student progression through the course of study”. The following guidance was
given on the definition of these terms: “Awareness: acquaintance with general concepts, topics, rules methods or
procedures, without necessarily being able to paraphrase or summarise information. Students should be able to identify
the limits of their awareness and be able to refer to source material for more in depth knowledge; Knowledge: familiarity
with specific information, including facts, definitions, rules, methods, process or settings, without necessarily being able
to see its fullest implication or application; Understanding: identification, assimilation and comprehension of information.
Students can correctly paraphrase or summarise information and can relate it to other material, including its practical
application; Ability: skill in relating specific information to the accomplishment of tasks. Students can correctly select
information that is appropriate to a situation and apply it to the solution of specific problems” (ARB, 2003).
7
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It is also worth of note that the generic descriptors defining the levels of achievement in the EQF are as well
marginally dissimilar to the so-called Dublin Descriptors as used in the FQ-EHEA, proposed within the
Bologna process to promote mutual recognition of qualifications across Europe and mobility of staff and
students. In the establishment of the FQ-EHEA, the JQI (Joint Qualitative Initiative) Dublin Descriptors for
Bachelor’s (1st cycle), Master’s (2nd cycle) and Doctorate’s (3rd cycle) degrees were proposed in March 2004
to illustrate the expected learning achievements following completion of each cycle of study (JQI, 2004)10.
To further clarify the relationships between the generic EQF and national legislations in architecture, it is of
note to stress, for example, that in UK – coherently with the Bologna process – the QAA Subject Benchmark
Statement applies to qualifications at the 3-year Bachelor's degree with honours (ARB/RIBA Part 1, FQEHEA 1st cycle, or EQF Level 6) and the 2-year Master's degree (ARB/RIBA Part 2, FQ-EHEA 2nd cycle, or
EQF Level 7), so as to provide general guidance for articulating the learning outcomes of programmes in
architecture. Postgraduate/post-professional degrees cannot be explicitly referred to the FQ-EHEA and EQF
structures, since they may imply differences amongst regulations in qualification procedures. Clearly, the UK
QAA Statement is not intended as a specification of a detailed curriculum but should allow for “flexibility and
innovation in programme design and stimulate academic discussion and debate upon the content of new and
existing programmes within an agreed overall framework” (QAA, 2010). It is important to note that the QAA
Statement is based on the criteria jointly held by ARB and RIBA in qualification prescription and programme
validation and assumes as its starting point the standards set out in the Directive 2005/36/EC on the Mutual
Recognition of Professional Qualifications (EC, 2006)11. The 11 points that form part of Article 46 of the EC
Directive are translated in UK into General Criteria at Part 1 and Part 2 stages and then differentiated in
Graduate Attributes at Part 1 and Part 2 respectively, so as to reflect the level of learning which must be
exhibited by students who achieve prescribed qualification at each of these first two cycles (ARB, 2010). The
Professional Criteria for Part 3 are included as an appendix to the UK QAA Statement, since they represent
specific requirements in United Kingdom and are thus not directly related to the European Directive.
Conversely, in the United States of America the criteria establishing the level of achievement of students at
the various levels of education in architecture are expressed in terms of understanding (“capacity to classify,
compare, summarise, explain and/or interpret information”) and ability (“proficiency in using specific
information to accomplish a task, correctly selecting the appropriate information, and accurately applying it to
the solution of a specific problem, while also distinguishing the effects of its implementation”) (NAAB, 2009).
Indeed, the 2009 NAAB Conditions for Accreditation refer explicitly to competence in applying principles of
sustainable design, amongst others, in Article B.3 and B.8 of the Student Performance Criteria12.
In consequence of this, the proposed learning outcomes in terms of knowledge, skills and competence in
sustainable environmental design that architectural students should demonstrate at each level of progression
towards professional qualification are here proposed at three different levels, encompassing Undergraduate,
Graduate, and Postgraduate/Post-Professional degrees (although the 2003 Berlin Communiqué and the FQEHEA refer to the 3rd cycle as Doctorate’s). These learning outcomes should be read in conjunction and in
addition to those established at each level of higher education by the EQF and to those prescribed for the
specific subject of architecture at European (Directive 2005/36) and national level (e.g., in UK by ARB/RIBA).
The following learning outcomes are deliberately addressing knowledge, skills and competence in a rather
general and non-prescriptive way and without defining attainments at specific years of study or relating them
to contents, credits or structure of the course, in consideration of the autonomy, responsibility, independence
and innovation in programme design that should characterise individual higher education institutions.
10

The Dublin Descriptors refer to the following five dimensions of learning outcomes: ‘knowledge and understanding’,
‘applying knowledge and understanding’, ‘making judgements’, ‘communication’ and ‘learning skills’ (JQI, 2004). The
Dublin Descriptors are available at www.jointquality.org/content/descriptors/CompletesetDublinDescriptors.doc
11
Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/future_en.htm#dir
12
“B.3 Sustainability: Ability to design projects that optimize, conserve, or reuse natural and built resources, provide
healthful environments for occupants/users, and reduce the environmental impacts of building construction and operation
on future generations through means such as carbon-neutral design, bioclimatic design and energy efficiency”.
“B.8 Environmental Systems: Understanding the principles of environmental systems’ design such as embodied energy,
active and passive heating and cooling, indoor air quality, solar orientation, daylighting and artificial illumination, and
acoustics; including the use of appropriate performance assessment tools” (NAAB, 2009; available at
www.naab.org/accreditation/2009_Conditions.aspx).
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 Undergraduate Degrees (FQ-EHEA 1st cycle, EQF Level 6)13
At the first stage of the architectural curriculum, the main principles related to sustainable environmental
design should be taught as a general introduction to contemporary challenges and as a driver of architectural
form, so as to transfer enthusiasm and commitment to sustainability and open the gates of the knowledge
and skills needed to creatively explore ideas in design. Such contents should be supported by simple case
studies – possibly illustrated in collaboration with visiting architects and/or environmental engineers – in
order to facilitate the practical exploration and visualisation of the concepts and principles analysed.
Students need to know what the challenges are, therefore have to be provided with solid foundations of
knowledge on which to build their learning. This must include global/local strategies for sustainability, but
also a firm understanding of historical, social and cultural backgrounds that should also encompass
knowledge of precedents and critical skills in interpreting principles and strategies of traditional and
vernacular building exempla to frame questions and appropriately interpret their outputs.
Field trips and an experiential understanding of good (and bad) design for different typologies related to local
climate conditions can be an essential form of pedagogy so as to provide direct consideration of problems.
Yet, the most important objective of the pedagogy should remain the formation of sensitivity towards the
creative exploration and creation of architectural space, from the pragmatic to the poetic.
Undergraduate students should be encouraged to be propositive and demonstrate a sound level of skills
through their design. Knowledge of regulations should be part of this framework, introduced above all in the
form of benchmarks to be considered as a minimum standard to meet, from where designs must evolve.
Students should be provided with an understanding of the limitations of over-engineered solutions. Rules of
thumb could be used to recognise constraints and start to form a response to the challenges that they pose.
Basic practical/experiential learning tools and simple software could be introduced to identify the issues at
stake and emphasise the importance of a complementary relationship with other disciplines, creating the
foundations for a multi-disciplinary approach to design. Tools should be utilised to nurture an experiential
approach, and could be offered by simply starting to inquire the environment in which designs take place.

 Graduate Degrees (FQ-EHEA 2nd cycle, EQF Level 7)14
At the second level of architectural education, students should be encouraged to develop autonomy in
application and competence to resolve questions and explore those by using appropriate techniques to yield
knowledge that can be analysed, quantitatively and qualitatively. The pedagogy should empower the student
to develop specialisation and personal critical understanding through direct experience.
The role of design as an exploratory tool should be reinforced, therefore stressing out the importance of
research by design and design by research. At graduate level, design must become a way of producing
knowledge, exploring the complexity of the various interrelationships between the several aspects at stake
and the various professions involved in the shaping of the built environment.
Principles, strategies and solutions of sustainable environmental design should be explored more in depth
and linked in an inter-, intra-, trans-, cross-disciplinary and exploratory way to design projects. Applied
coursework should competently address issues of environmental, social and economic sustainability, which
provide interconnected constraints that need to be creatively addressed in design.
Various and advanced design, simulation and verification tools should be introduced and explained in
connection with built case studies, facilitating data analysis, assessment of performance and comparison of
different scenarios. Original solutions of building construction systems and inventiveness in design should be
promoted. A solid skill in the application of regulations should be provided, yet – due to a rapidly changing
legislative framework – the education should primarily offer a clear understanding of the actual concepts
‘behind’ regulations to promote design innovation and ability in interfacing with other professions.

13

As an example, in United Kingdom 1st cycle undergraduate degrees correspond in the specific subject matter of
architecture to courses leading to ARB/RIBA Part 1 exemption.
14 nd
2 cycle degrees are here defined as ‘graduate’ coherently with the original 1999 Bologna Declaration. Graduate
degrees (corresponding in United Kingdom to courses leading to ARB/RIBA Part 2 exemption) are indicated in the UK
QAA Benchmark Standard as 2-year qualifications comprising a mixture of undergraduate and postgraduate learning.
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 Postgraduate/Post-Professional Degrees15
At the third level of the architectural curriculum, students (and professionals) should be encouraged to
deepen and further specialise their interests, linking learning and its applications to developments and
committing to cutting-edge scholarly and/or design research, individually or as a leader of an inter-, intra-,
trans-, cross-disciplinary team.
The range of competences acquired at undergraduate and graduate level should be reinforced and utilised
to look comprehensively at the built environment and the overall building design and construction process in
a holistic and thorough way, also including issues pertaining with Continuing Professional Development in
research and design (e.g., management of projects, legislation procedures, environmental standards, etc.)
and engaging in lifelong learning.
Courses will clearly differ according to their specific emphasis and streaming of specialisation, therefore
promoting differentiated knowledge, skills and competence. Where relevant, advanced tools for simulation,
analysis and verification of performance data should be provided, so as to promote the exploration of new
avenues of research as well as the development of innovative products and/or designs.
Students are expected to demonstrate skill-proficiency and leadership in interaction with other professions
and competent understanding of the performance targets related to the built environment at the various
scales of design (from building, through urban design and landscape, up until consideration of the wider
environmental / economical / socio-cultural context). They should be able to take informed judgements and
think holistically about the nature of knowledge and how it is produced, expanded and validated.

15

Explicit reference is not made here to the FQ-EHEA 3rd cycle or the EQF Level 8 (which encompass degrees at
Doctorate level), due to potential national differences throughout European and non-European countries in postgraduate
research degrees, and the nation-specific structure of regulated post-professional education in architecture.
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3. Cognitive Framework
3.1. The Knowledge Triangle
The discipline and practice of sustainable environmental design requires a clear, yet continuously evolving,
cognitive framework that values sustainability as an integral part of architectural education from the onset. A
solid conceptual background is an essential requirement to provide students and practising architects with
the ability of converting physical laws in creative architectural forms. The translation of building science into
meaningful architectural design, however, has to be supported by appropriate empirical knowledge and
evidence-based learning so as to understand how different principles can be applied into practice, and by
analytic and comparative tools and simulation techniques that can facilitate the testing and evaluation of
different hypotheses and make performance predictions starting from the early stages of design. These three
cognitive domains – theoretical, experiential and analytic – have to be thoroughly delivered in architectural
curricula without marginalising them in the form of technical or sectoral studies (Yannas, 2005).
Rather than being an issue of specialist engineering, the environmental performance of buildings is primarily
a matter of architecture, in its programmatic, formal and operational strategies. An approach to design based
on principles of environmental sustainability has to aim to increase occupants’ comfort, while limiting the
impacts on the environment. The following priorities should therefore be taken into account in the design,
construction and operation of each intervention, as in defining the contents of an architectural curriculum:
 Improving the quality of life: enhancing indoor and outdoor comfort (thermal, visual, acoustic and air
quality), health and well-being, whilst carefully controlling the relation between private and public spaces.
 Decreasing the requests and consumption of energy: minimising energy demands during the building
construction and operation for cooling, heating, lighting, ventilation and use of appliances, decreasing
consumption of energy due to transport (e.g., issues of density and mixed functions), reducing embodied
energy of products, and, whenever possible, promoting the utilisation of renewable forms of energy.
 Optimising the use of materials and other resources: considering properties and sources of materials,
contemplating resource availability, favouring use of renewable materials, promoting recycling and reuse
of products, reducing the use of water, facilitating water recycle, restoring water balance, etc.
 Minimising waste: reducing construction and demolition waste by adequate design strategies, design for
disassembling, minimise domestic waste, provide infrastructure for recycling and sorting processes, etc.
For such priorities to be consistently included in the
curricula of architecture, it is necessary to evaluate
how the knowledge needed for their implementation
can inform comprehensively the formation of
practitioners of the built environment, without being
relegated to the area of the specialism. To this aim,
an integrated cognitive framework can be proposed
to systematise and organize such knowledge in
order for it to be delivered transversely in a
curriculum programme in architecture. In this model,
the knowledge associated with sustainable
environmental design can be categorized under
three distinct domains: Issues and Principles;
Applications and Case Studies; and, Tools (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. The Knowledge Triangle as an
Integrated Cognitive Framework

Each of these domains has its own distinct character and purpose while also being an essential constituent
of the other two. All three should be relevant at each stage of curriculum progression, although the form that
each may take, the pedagogical methodologies applied and the level of competence acquired can vary16.

16

The ‘Knowledge Triangle’ herein described has been modelled on the cognitive structure of the curriculum developed
by Simos Yannas at the Architectural Association’s MSc & MArch in Sustainable Environmental Design (AA, 2010).
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3.2. Knowledge Base of Sustainable Environmental Design
Starting from the priorities specified above, a Knowledge Base supporting the implementation of sustainable
environmental design in the teaching and practice of architecture can be systematised in the following:

 Issues and Principles
The cognitive domain of Issues and Principles can be organized into different spheres of knowledge that
include basic principles and exempla of systems and solutions, addressing global sustainability challenges
and their local expression in architectural and urban development. The knowledge featured in these spheres
stems from physical, physiological and psychological notions related to the design of the built environment
that can be employed to obtain comfort and quality of life for their occupants, for then analysing the
strategies and technologies that guarantee a proper management of energy in architecture and urban
design, whilst limiting impacts on the environment and promoting a sustainable utilisation of resources.
A programme in architecture should impart a clear awareness of the current sustainability issues and provide
basic knowledge of the physical laws necessary to comprehend the operation of built environments, together
with an understanding of the needs and requirements of their occupants. Such notions should be measured
against natural processes and contextual conditions (e.g., climate, genius loci, socio-cultural and economic
issues, etc.) and consider environmental attributes of various built forms and building types. The knowledge
so acquired should be interpreted to elaborate the appropriate bioclimatic strategies necessary to guarantee
the adaptive comfort and well-being of users as well as an appropriate management of energy and material
resources, eventually supporting the design with adequate services and systems (e.g., HVAC).
The pedagogical approach applied could obviously vary, but it should build the knowledge in layers starting
from the very first stages of the learning process, incorporating both qualitative as well as quantitative
information and benchmarks, and combining the delivery of contents with experiential applications. The
knowledge should be provided with clear terminology and definitions, concise explanations, and favour direct
experimentation and creative design exploration to complement the acquisition of theoretical principles.
Lectures should be combined with practical workshops and visits to contextualise physical processes and
design concepts relating to basic principles such as passive heating, heat storage, insulation, solar control,
daylighting, etc. Seminars on current environmental challenges should also promote discussion and debate.
For a clearer structuring of the cognitive domain of Issues and Principles to be included in architectural
curricula, the contents to be delivered can be structured in an ‘ontology’ composed of Directories, Categories
and Clusters, according to the following organisation:

ISSUES AND PRINCIPLES
DIRECTORIES

CATEGORIES

CLUSTERS

1. Global Challenges

a. The Environmental
Challenge

Climate Change

2. Climate, Comfort and Energy

b. Climate and Comfort

c. Heating and Cooling

EDUCATE

Environmental Policies
Climate and Weather
Thermal Comfort
Visual Comfort
Indoor Air Quality
Building Typology
Outdoor Spaces
Thermal Environment
Psychrometry
Thermal Behaviour of Buildings
Steady-state Heat Flow
Dynamic Response of Buildings
Moisture Control
Passive Design Principles
Passive Design Systems
Active Design Systems
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d. Ventilation
e. Lighting
f. Acoustics
3. Quality of Life

g. Urban Quality

4. Impacts and Resources

h. Ecological Footprint
i. Resources and Waste
Management

5. Architecture and Urban
Development

l. Buildings and Cities

Natural Ventilation
Mechanical Ventilation
Physics of Light
Natural Lighting
Artificial Lighting
Acoustics in Design
Materials in Acoustics
The Reverberation Process
Eco-masterplanning
Environment, society and economy
Environmental Impacts
Production Cycles
Water Management
Waste Management
Renewable Energy Sources
Use of Energy

The content of each Cluster can be organised in a number of different Topics, exhaustively presenting the
various aspects specifically related to the theme of the Cluster (e.g., Natural Lighting). Each Topic (e.g.,
Solar Geometry) can be analysed under the following headings:






Principles;
In Depth;
Applications;
Teaching Resources; and,
Learning Resources.

 Applications and Case Studies
The cognitive domain of Applications and Case Studies is set to demonstrate how the principles and
objectives of a sustainable environmental approach to architectural design can be translated into practice,
and how such process of translation can support the activities and expectations of occupants. The analysis
of case studies should include different building types and architectural typologies and encompass exempla
from contemporary practice as well as from vernacular and historical architecture. Also, it should incorporate
– other than simple analysis and verification of published data – wherever possible, direct observation,
performance measurement and post-occupancy evaluations (POE).
From the point of view of the integration of Applications and Case Studies in the pedagogy, it is fundamental
that a common methodology is embraced for appraising and reporting on the case studies analysed, so that
coherent evaluations can be drawn, and comparisons between different scenarios can be made if needed.
As an example, the consideration of patterns of behaviours (e.g., timing and use of appliances) and
occupants’ responses to variable environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, lighting levels, etc.)
can provide valuable information to be transferred to different building programmes.
Conversely, direct measurement of environmental data (both indoor and outdoor) can be linked with energy
usage, as well as being related with results from simulations conducted at the design and/or verification
stages. Evaluations and comparisons can lead to potential improvements, whilst they could also contribute to
emphasise possible dissimilarities between the results provided by prediction tools and the performance
measured onsite. In terms of delivery, a database of case studies drawn from reliable sources – as well as
from direct experience – should be created, incorporating various typological and climatic applications, with
their respective performance attributes to also inform architectural criticism. Wherever possible, presentation
of case studies by visiting architects and engineers should be encouraged, so that the illustration of
prediction and actual performances of built exempla can reinforce the acquisition of knowledge and promote
a multi-disciplinary approach to building design. Workshops and seminars should combine both experiential
and computational components and be followed by experimentation of the analytical methodologies applied.
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The cognitive domain of Applications and Case Studies can be organised in a simpler cognitive structure
than Issues and Principles, simply presenting Categories and Clusters (applicable to each Category)
according to the following structure:

APPLICATIONS AND CASE STUDIES
CATEGORIES

CLUSTERS

1. Residential

a. Field Studies
b. Design Projects

2. Workplaces
3. Culture
4. Sport and Leisure
5. Education
6. Urban Development

The Applications and Case Studies presented under each Category (encompassing vernacular and historical
buildings as well as contemporary exempla of various building types, environmental design requirements
and attributes, performance benchmarks, POE studies, etc.) can be analysed under the following headings:






Project Profile;
Construction & Materiality;
Built Form & Layout;
On-site Observations; and,
Performance.

 Tools
The cognitive domain of Tools for design, research and performance studies has to include generic and
specific learning resources to support direct experiential exploration of design solutions, simulation/analysis
software for calculation and visualisation of energy consumption or prediction of behaviour of built structures,
and equipment that quantifies performance of built structures and assesses comfort of occupants within
onsite measurements and analysis. The use of tools is paramount in order to test, compare and evaluate
applications and case studies against measured data and benchmarks, fine tune design proposals and
inform decisions, as well as for consolidating the acquisition of issues and principles of sustainable
environmental design and provide tangible verification to intuitive design solutions.
In terms of pedagogical integration, the use of computer aided design and simulation/modelling tools is
nowadays common practice in the education of architects worldwide. The use of experiential tools and/or
simple software that can perform initial environmental analysis of climate data can represent a useful
learning instrument so as to test hypothesis throughout the design development of a project and also verify
the application of the theoretical principles acquired. At an advanced stage of analysis, parametric studies
can provide an essential support to the learning process and foster the development of design proposals,
whilst more complex simulation software can facilitate the evaluation of the performance achieved.
As far as delivery is concerned, software tools do not represent a problematic issue for their integration at
any level of higher education. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that a thorough integration of
verification and simulation tools in the architectural pedagogy has to be based on: clear knowledge of the
issues and principles underlying the environmental behaviour of buildings and their occupants;
comprehension of the application of such principles to built case studies and direct experience of their
performance; access to reliable information to characterise boundary conditions (indoor and outdoor) and
operational statistics; consistent data – also drawn from precedents, benchmarks, legislation, etc. – that can
facilitate the analyse and interpretation of the outcomes obtained by the simulation and/or verification. The
basic abilities required to integrate tools in the pedagogy can be acquired over the first three years of study
(undergraduate), for these to be confidently applied in design at graduate and postgraduate levels. At
undergraduate level, tools can initially focus on experiential methods of learning, for then introducing simple
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verification and measurement techniques, as an example for shading/daylighting studies. Thermal simulation
could be introduced at the end of the undergraduate cycle, for then being applied at following stages (e.g., at
graduate level) and integrated to other physical measures. Preparatory training for the use of data-loggers
for field and direct measurements could also be included at this stage. Use of rating tools and other
assessment procedure should be consistently included at postgraduate and professional level. Experience
on the use of simulation tools and their associated databases should be shared and presented in order to
provide best practice guidance for students (as well as inexperienced tutors) relating to modelling and
interpretation. A further step would be to introduce simple modelling exercises as learning tools.
Similarly to Application and Case Studies, the cognitive domain of Tools can be organised in a simpler
cognitive structure than the previous Issues and Principles, presenting Categories and a ‘catch-all’ Cluster of
Tools (applicable to each Category) according to the following structure:

TOOLS
CATEGORIES

CLUSTERS

1. Design Criteria for Comfort

a. Tools

2. Climate Data
3. Solar Access and Control
4. Daylighting
5. Space Heating & Cooling
6. Ventilation
7. Thermal Comfort
8. Occupancy Data
9. Energy and CO2
10. Onsite Measurements
The Tools presented under each Category (encompassing generic/specific learning resources, rating tools,
weather data & climate analysis, urban microclimate simulation, thermal & visual comfort analysis, dynamic
thermal simulation, sizing of services and systems, calculation of energy generation and use, building
standards, lifecycle cost analysis, environmental impact assessments, carbon emission estimates, fieldwork
analysis, etc.) can be analysed under the following headings:






Task;
Description of the Tool;
Utilisation of the Tool;
Applications; and,
Resources.

3.3. Resources for Teaching and Learning
In current pedagogies, sustainability is still often viewed as a mere positive addition to a successful design
scheme rather than a basic, essential and integral part of every subject areas of the curriculum. More often
than not, in fact, design studio projects are complex and time-demanding, to the extent that students are not
able, in the limited time of a semester, to achieve a mature and in-depth level of analysis that includes
awareness and comprehensive implementation in design of technical and environmental mandates.
Conversely, students need to be encouraged to emphasise reflection and critical self-evaluation in order to
take full ownership of the knowledge required to balance design integrity with environmental responsibility.
In a pedagogy successfully embedding knowledge, skills and competence in sustainable environmental
design at the core of the architectural agenda, lectures, workshops, seminars and study trips must provide
the conceptual information, empirical applications, and analytic tools necessary for project work (AA, 2010).
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Lectures, supported by invited researchers and building professionals, should provide a common cognitive
background and a first set of knowledge that students can apply in design explorations. Workshops and
seminars should offer hands-on practical applications on the use of tools and, wherever deemed appropriate,
specialist software. Field trips and study of precedents should allow students to directly experience good
(and bad) practice in architectural design, whilst studio projects must be designed and developed to support
inter-, intra-, trans-, cross-disciplinary dialogue amongst modules thus reconciling the interconnectedness
within the cognitive framework illustrated (Trebilcock, 2008). Finally, it is important that issues of
environmental sustainability in architectural design are properly valued by all staff and students and are
given adequate priority in assessment and evaluation of pedagogical achievements.
This approach should provide significant opportunities for the technical material associated with sustainable
design to move beyond the final line of the calculation and converge to a more central position in
architectural education, this representing a substantial departure from most existing curricular structures.
Achieving a balance will pose several challenges, as the implications of learning to design sustainably
require that the responsibility is widely shared by both students and educators, in the laboratory as in the
lecture theatre and design studio. This should support effective learning and knowledge transfer qualities
that can inspire students to become ‘agents of change’ and bridge the ‘historic’ divide between the often
conflicting domains of the technical lecture and the imaginative studio (Schwarzin, et al., forthcoming).
In terms of resources, due to the vast and increasingly growing literature and published information in the
various fields of sustainable environmental design17, the EDUCATE project has engaged in the creation of
an online Portal featuring, amongst other parts, a comprehensive Knowledge Base where the cognitive
domains of Issues and Principles, Applications and Case Studies and Tools are extensively presented
according to the framework structure (Directories, Categories, Clusters and Topics) here described (Fig. 3).
The Knowledge Base has been set to create an
interactive platform fostering the open transfer
of information, know-how, expertise and
methodologies, and reinforcing an integrated
approach towards the embracement of
knowledge of environmental sustainability in
design. The Knowledge Base has not been
limited to a tree structure but also contains
interactive links between different parts and to
external resources. This structure is intended to
support an intelligent match-making process
that will promote a collaborative approach to the
integration of sustainability in design.

Figure 3. The EDUCATE Knowledge Base

To this aim, the EDUCATE Portal will also host a Student Space, where students get hold of technical
information, could post progress of their design work, access and review the work of others, share ideas with
colleagues (blog), complete assignments and gain feedback from tutors and peers on their design process
(Discussion Space). Further to this, experts in sustainable environmental design and studio tutors will have
their own personal space on the Portal (Instructor Space) in which to display their profile, the works of their
students, share notes and commentaries on sustainable environmental design (e.g., in the form of a
personal blog or Frequently Asked Questions), recent publications, etc.
Finally, an area of the Portal will also be reserved to professional bodies and building practitioners
(Professional Space) where exempla of best practice, announcements, regulations, news, etc., will be
published. This area will also contain information and tools expressly designed for practitioners to enhance
their expertise in sustainable design towards Continuing Professional Development (CPD)18.
17

For an exhaustive reading list and a synthesis of relevant internet sources on sustainable environmental design,
please look at the AA SED Programme Guide 2010, pages 25-32, downloadable from http://www.aaschool.ac.uk/ee
18
The EDUCATE Portal and its Knowledge Base will be publicly launched in summer 2011 and will be freely available
via a direct link from the EDUCATE website on www.educate-sustainability.eu
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4. Curricular Models for Environmental Education
4.1. Environmental Best Practice in the Education of Architects
The generalist nature of the architectural curriculum covers a broad range of technical and non-technical
areas so as to equip students with the awareness, knowledge, understanding and ability needed to perfect
their design skills whilst making informed decisions in response to design briefs. There can obviously be a
plurality of approaches that could be adopted to address sustainable design in architecture, making it difficult
to formulate the ‘ideal’ structure of a curriculum (Guy and Moore, 2007). This, in fact, has to be responsive to
the specific pedagogical methodologies applied, targeted learning outcomes, teaching culture, ethos and
organization (e.g., staff-to-student ratio, curriculum structure) of the higher education institution concerned.
During the first stage of development of EDUCATE, the project has consolidated the international state-ofthe-art concerning the integration of sustainable environmental design in architectural education, and has
investigated how this relates to qualification requirements in Europe and in selected non-European
countries19. This task has been performed primarily for architecture-accredited degrees and has been
accomplished via acknowledgement of current pedagogies, review of published documents, interviews and
direct feedback obtained from academics. The curricula so consolidated have then been further scrutinised
to identify exempla of best practice in environmental education, with the aim to clarify strengths and
opportunities in integrating sustainable environmental design of different pedagogical methodologies and
curricular structures. Such investigation has been based first and foremost on the analysis of the relationship
between the different disciplinary areas that compose a course/degree, so as to emphasise (Fig. 4):
 The level of integration (if any) between environmental science/design modules (blue colour), design
studio teachings (red colour), other core units such as structure and construction, humanities, etc. (grey
colours) and optional and electives modules (white colour);
 A clear visualisation of the credits (ECTS) assigned to each disciplinary area per each year of the degree;
 Information of the Staff to Student Ratio (SSR) for environmental science/design and studio modules.

Figure 4. Analysis of Curriculum at TUM, Germany
19

For a comprehensive consolidation of the current state of play of environmental education and an analysis of the
criteria and conditions for accreditation and qualification in various countries across Europe and in selected nonEuropean countries, refer to the EDUCATE Report “State of the Art of Environmental Sustainability in Academic
Curricula and Conditions for Registration”, downloadable from http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/state-of-the-art.php
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4.2. Paradigmatic Models of Curricular Structure
Basing on the analysis of the correlation and/or integration between different disciplinary areas, further
investigation of the consolidated curricula has been concentrated on evaluation of the following aspects:
 Contents: synthetically describing the contents featured within the course/degree and the different stages
of education where specific information on issues and themes of environmental sustainability is provided;
 Delivery methods: acknowledging how knowledge, applications and tools are delivered throughout the
course/degree, e.g., via ex-cathedra lectures, integrated in studio projects, via seminars/workshops, etc.;
 Pedagogical tools: giving an indication of didactic techniques and methodologies used, and highlighting if
problem-based learning or applied/experiential learning methods are employed (e.g., via the use of
specific/generic learning resources such as heliodon, artificial sky, site visits, etc.) and/or if computation or
simulation tools are integrated in teaching and learning (e.g., specialist software, e-learning tools, etc.);
 Assessment criteria: emphasising if environmental contents are assessed via examination (oral/written),
tests, or integrated within design studio projects or other coursework.
On the basis of these investigations, it has been possible to define a series of models of curricular structure
that could be considered as paradigmatic for the development of a programme in architecture.
The first model identified is characterized by a linear and parallel structure. In this model, each disciplinary
area (design studio, environmental science, other core and electives) runs in parallel and knowledge is
delivered autonomously. Modules are usually organized according to a ‘satellite’ approach, with ex-cathedra
lectures and stand-alone examinations or independent assessment of coursework. This curricular structure
potentially allows a coherent and deeply developed environmental science education, although an unclear
integration with studio or other coursework could make sustainability be considered as divorced from design
(especially if investigation of principles of sustainable design is left to the discretion of the studio tutor).
A second model can be deemed as partially integrated. In this case, modules of environmental
science/design can potentially represent the link between studio and other core teachings, and – although
they can be taught as stand-alone units – they are generally, at least in part, integrated with other modules in
the delivery (e.g., lectures, seminars, etc.) or, more frequently, in the assessment (e.g., joint submissions
and coursework). This structure could allow the simultaneous introduction of specific issues of environmental
science and their creative exploration and application within design studio projects or other coursework.
A further paradigmatic example of curricular structure is the ‘Total Studio’ (Levy, 1980) or fully integrated
model. In this case, studio modules are conceived as working spaces, where in an inter-, intra-, trans-, crossdisciplinary dialogue, contents of different cognitive domains converge around the architectural design
projects. Knowledge of environmental and other core modules is delivered in accordance with the
requirements, timing and pace of studio in order to comprehensively inform and support the design
development. This structure can avoid repetition and/or conflicts between disciplines but requires careful
management, cooperation and dialogue amongst teaching staff, and the allocation of appropriate resources.
In the iterative model, the curriculum – rather than following a linear sequence of knowledge delivery and
development – is structured in a series of sequential phases, where the contents delivered at one stage are
used to inform the competence acquired in the following. At each stage, knowledge and principles are
progressively deepened through a series of cognitive ‘loops’. This curricular model emphasises critical
reflection and investigation and is built on a clear interdependency between environmental science, design
studio and other core modules, where complexity of exploration grows throughout the course.
The final curriculum structure identified is characterized by a significant number of optional or elective
modules that students are free to include in their study program. In this case, delivery and assessment of
contents is similar to the previously described linear or parallel structure, also in consideration of the fact that
students can be encouraged to choose modules from different degrees and/or departments, potentially being
structured as a sequence of domain-specific taught units (e.g., a Minor degree). Such flexibility encourages
inter, intra-, trans-, cross-disciplinarity and offers the possibility to investigate themes and issues of
environmental sustainability (as well as of other thematic areas) from many different points of view.
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Linear / Parallel Model
University of Sao
 Knowledge is developed autonomously for each disciplinary Paolo (Brazil)
area;
 Contents are delivered via satellite lectures and assessed
by examination and/or stand-alone coursework;
 This structure potentially allows a clear and well organized
environmental science syllabus that could grow in
complexity throughout the programme;
 An unclear integration with studio could make
environmental principles be perceived as separate from
design (or be left to the discretion of the individual studio
tutors).

Partially Integrated

Partially Integrated Model
 Environmental science/design represents the link between
design studio and other core modules, being taught as
stand-alone unit or (more often) partially integrated with
them.
 Contents are delivered via lecture series and assessed via
examination or, frequently, within common submissions;
 This structure allows to introduce specific issues pertaining
to environmental science and also to apply and investigate
such issues within design or other coursework;
 This model potentially gives the opportunity for different
types of investigation to be carried out (and assessed) in
the context of different disciplinary fields.

Fully Integrated

Case Studies

Fully Integrated Model (Total Studio)
Universidad de
 This model is based upon design studio modules conceived A Coruna
(Spain)
as interdisciplinary working spaces (workshops);
 The contents of different disciplinary areas converge within
design projects;
 Knowledge is delivered to meet the demands of studio in
terms of both delivery of competence and timing;
 Environmental sustainability can be perceived as one of
many design variables that inform the design development;
 This structure can avoid repetition/conflicts among
disciplines and optimise teaching resources if carefully
managed.
Iterative Model
 In this model, the curriculum - rather than being sequential is structured in a series of cyclical interdependent stages;
 The contents delivered at one stage are used to inform the
competence acquired in the following and knowledge is
progressively deepened through a series of ‘loops’;
 There is a clear interdependency between environmental
science and design studio modules;
 This structure shows a well organized ‘cyclical’
environmental science syllabus that grows in complexity
throughout the development of the course.

Universite’
Catholique de
Louvain
(Belgium)

Iterative

Sustainable Environmental Design in the Curriculum

Elective / Minor

Models of Curricular Structure

Programme Structure

Elective / Minor Model
 This model is characterized by several optional or elective
modules that students can add to their study program;
 This structure is similar to the satellite model for the
delivery and assessment criteria of environmental
components;
 Its strength consists in offering a high number of free choice
modules (that can also be structured as Minor degrees), to
be eventually taken from other degrees or departments;
 The multi-disciplinary nature of the optional and electives
modules potentially offers to students the chance to
investigate sustainability from different points of view.

Technical
University of
Delft (NL)
University of
California –
Berkeley (USA)
Ecole
Polytechnique
Fédérale de
Lausanne (CH)
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5. Pedagogical Methods for Knowledge Transfer
5.1. Ethos and Motivation in Environmental Pedagogy20
Sustainable environmental design has been taught at schools of architecture worldwide for many years.
However, the majority of these programmes have run in parallel to – and often in competition with – more
mainstream options. It is only very recently that the perception of sustainability has shifted from specialist
concern to an issue of direct relevance to the agenda of architectural education. To date, however, this
change has not been consistently matched by a pedagogy that fully embeds sustainable design at the core
of the curriculum (Altomonte, 2009). Many factors can influence the implementation of sustainable principles
and practices into the training of architects. Some of these issues relate directly to teaching and learning,
whilst others influence the acquisition of technical environmental knowledge outside the educational system.
Ethos
Ethos can be defined as the distinctive values and character of an institution, individual or a group. A positive
environmental ethos within a school requires the involvement and dedication of all staff, creating a positive
and inspiring atmosphere that supports environmental teaching. One way to provoke changes in social
behaviour leading to improvement in the ethos of an institution is through the integration of sustainable
strategies into the design and operation of schools (e.g. environmental policies, institutional EMSs Environmental Management Systems, etc.), so that students are able to see the principles that they are
learning put into practice and realise the feasibility of sustainable actions. Conversely, the lack of a clear
ethos, drive, commitment and appropriate policies means that students and staff are not always aware of
what is expected of them. Additionally, for a positive ethos it is important that sustainability is viewed as a
core theme by all the staff and students, through the inclusion of sustainable principles in all the subjects so
as to provide a holistic view of the issues at stake (Graham and Geva, 2001). The ideal situation for the
teaching of sustainability in architecture, and the one advocated by Wright (2003), requires therefore a
reworking of the whole curriculum and entails effective leadership and the dedication of the entire institution.
The advertisement and promotion of the course is also paramount so as to attract enthusiastic students and
staff that already have an understanding and/or positive attitude towards the teaching and learning of
sustainability. To this aim, administrators (e.g. Course Directors) can play a key role, as they have authority
over the way the establishment is run (Haskins, 2000). Education on sustainability for administrators (and
tutors) should be mandatory to avoid misconceptions or misinterpretations and promote knowledge on the
subject and values regarding the environment (Filho, 2000). However, the problem may at times lay not only
with administrators but also with regulatory bodies, which often state ambiguous prescription criteria for the
accreditation of academic degrees. As a result of this vagueness, there is frequently no pressure for
institutions to embrace a comprehensive sustainable ethos within a course, resulting in loose requirements.
Unarguably, the attitude and enthusiasm from the part of lecturers and tutors can also represent key factors
in creating a positive environmental ethos in a school and foster the successful learning of the students
(Rowe, 2003). A solid knowledge of the subject would allow the staff to have a superior understanding of its
importance and relevance in education, therefore substantially increasing their commitment. Moreover, many
studies suggest that students adapt to the attitudes of those around them (Harris, 1998). Lecturers and tutors
become credible and authoritative role models of integrity in a student’s life and so the attitudes and beliefs
they portray may be adopted by their students (Brickhouse, 1990). This is particularly relevant for the staff
teaching design studio, since it is a common practice for programmes in architecture that credits awarded to
studio constitute above 50% of the student’s workload. Studio tutors can dictate the rules that they wish their
students to follow, and – especially at the early stages of education – many students may tend to
understandably design their work to meet the personal agendas of their studio tutors (Salama, 2005). For
lecturers and tutors however, there are often the added pressures of high student numbers, large marking
loads and meeting government targets in subject examinations. Therefore, it is important that other issues do
not take priority over the inclusion of principles and practices of environmental sustainability (Smith, 2009).
20

This chapter is based on the following publications: Rutherford and Wilson, 2006; Smith, 2009; Altomonte, 2009.
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Motivation
Motivation is the major factor that encourages people to learn and change their values (Levy, 1980.)
Students that are motivated want to learn, therefore are more interested and engaged in lectures, absorbing
the teaching more readily. There are different sources of motivation: inborn (biogenic, originating through
inheritance) and acquired (originating from social processes); intrinsic and extrinsic (Skinner, 1953, 1971).
Furthermore, there are three concepts involved in motivation; need (an inborn requirement), values and
goals (both acquired requirements, because they involve choice) (Locke, 2001.) In other words, there are
motivations that you are born with and motivations that are set by yourself throughout life (Smith, 2009).
Intrinsic motivation can originate from a challenge, a determination to achieve an objective and/or a fear of
failing it. Other sources of intrinsic motivation can include curiosity, control and involvement in a task.
However, the extrinsic reward (e.g., the mark) should not overtake the importance of the intrinsic one (e.g.,
the experience), which can surely be more valuable in lifelong learning as it involves a desire to understand
rather than simply the ambition to achieve a return (Lepper and Hodell, 1989). Conversely, sometimes the
extrinsic reward is the only way that an individual will be inclined to perform a task, so it can be seen as
necessary. Offering appropriate feedback to students is another form of extrinsic motivation, which is
especially effective if the feedback is given immediately after the work is completed and if the criticism is
constructive (Skinner, 1953). The level of expectation that students have for themselves – and that they
perceive the teacher has of them – also plays an essential role in motivation. When students feel that the
teacher expects more of them, the students behave accordingly, performing above their ordinary level.
Finally, a significant external factor in students’ motivation can be represented by group support and peer
influence on behaviour, again a form of extrinsic motivation (Child, 2004). Many psychological investigations
support the idea that human nature forces people to respond and adapt most strongly to the individuals they
are surrounded with (Harris, 1998). Student peer grouping can communicate and reinforce sustainable
values, since the attitude and mentality of peers can influence the student in their thinking. Students attitudes
are also influenced by what they perceive others to think of them (Williamson, 1997). These findings support
the idea that a positive institutional ethos is vital in creating motivation towards sustainability (Barraza, 2001).

5.2. Technical Rigour vs. Creative Exploration
An enquiry into architectural education reveals that the achievement of a design-oriented ‘sustainable’
curriculum still proves elusive, a problem compounded by the nature of the subject itself. Architectural
education has changed little over the last decades, where almost every school still makes a curriculum split
between theoretical and applied modules. Specialist knowledge is delivered in satellite ex-cathedra lectures
where it is assumed that the students will learn the general principles and fundamental bodies of knowledge,
which will then, in the studio, guide and inform all aspects of the design (Rutherford and Wilson, 2006).
Gelernter (1988), however, describes this process of knowledge acquisition, recall and application making
the case that: “the modern curriculum implicitly assumes the mind works in two quite distinct and sequential
modes: first the mind is stocked with general knowledge of
potentially universal application, then that knowledge is applied to
practical problems. This treats the mind like some kind of simple
filing cabinet. The cabinet is empty when a student begins the
course, and it is the job of lectures to provide folders labelled
‘environmental behaviour’, ‘structures’, ‘services’, ‘history and
theory’, to fill these folders up with the appropriate general
principles and bodies of knowledge, and then to place them in the
correct sequence in the mental filing cabinet where they can easily
be found again. Later in the studio, when the student faces a
practical design problem for the first time, he or she simply reaches
into these mental folders and retrieves material which will help with
the solution of the practical problem at hand. The entire procedure
is assumed to happen sequentially: first the folder is introduced,
Figure 5. The mind like a filing cabinet
then filled and filed, then retrieved from” (Fig. 5).
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Of course, educational literature has disproved this sequential approach to learning, and as Gelernter (1988)
goes on to explain within the context of Hillier and Piaget, a designer must have some “plan for finding a
route through problem material that would otherwise appear undifferentiated and amorphous”. In essence,
Gelernter explains that a: “designer faced with a new problem selects a solution type (cognitive schemata)
from his or her existing repertoire of design ideas, imposes this idea on the problem, and then tests it to see
how well it satisfies the problem’s requirements. If the designer is lucky, and the problem matches exactly
the solution type which is initially employed [...], then in Piaget’s terms the designer has assimilated the
problem to an existing solution type. More likely, though, the solution type first proposed will not sit
comfortably on the problem in every aspect, and so the designer begins to adjust the schema to the problem
through a cyclical process of modifying the schema, testing it against the problem, modifying the schema
again, and so on, until the original schema has been transformed into a new one which resolves the design
problem’s requirements. In Piaget’s terms, the solution type has been accommodated to the new problem,
and in the process the designer has added a new solution type to a personal repertoire which may be used
as the starting point for addressing future problems”. Interestingly, Hillier et al. (within Gelernter, 1988)
describe this process as conjecture-analysis, whereby design is described as being cyclical and deductive by
nature: “in the conjecture mode, the designer draws upon his or her existing cognitive schemata and uses
extra-rational and artistic procedures of analogy, metaphor, sudden flashes of insight, and ‘displacement of
concepts’ to create new ideas; while in the analysis mode the designer uses rational and rigorously scientific
thinking to study the consequences of that idea for the various requirements of the problem”.
When looking at current educational practices, these comments are particularly revealing. Students are
expected to embark on complicated projects with limited knowledge of the design process or aspired
solution. In this manner, they have not formed even the basis of the conceptual framework within which
knowledge would be applied. Additionally, the knowledge and preconceptions that they bring to the studio
are often belittled or ignored with little attempt made at explaining why these preconceptions and cognitive
schemata may be misinformed. From project inception, students face an uphill battle that is often improperly
supported in either lectures or studio. By ignoring their existing repertoire of knowledge – whilst hoping to
pile on even more concepts unrelated to existing limited schemata – students find it almost impossible to
assimilate that knowledge and therefore are unable to apply it. Indeed, when considering that the acquisition
and application of knowledge is not a sequential process, an important point is made about the lecture as a
forum for delivering the skills which assist in the formation of the schemata. Again, Gelernter (1988) states:
“knowledge offered in advance of any attempt to apply it cannot find a conceptual schema in the student’s
mind in which to reside, for the required schema can only be developed while struggling with a particular
problem. This partly explains why students can sit through several years of lectures on a particular subject
and still not be able to apply the new knowledge; without a conceptual schema already evolved out of
application, the knowledge simply goes in one ear and out of the other. Likewise, attempting to struggle with
a design problem in advance of commanding any cognitive schemata, or solution types, is doomed to failure,
for the student will not possess the essential starting point from which design ideas evolve. The two sides of
knowledge acquisition and application must be attacked simultaneously” (Rutherford and Wilson, 2006).
Furthermore in today’s ‘overcrowded’ curricula, lecture units are invariably fragmented and detached from
applied coursework so that students are not able to engage with an integrated design process (Kock, et al.,
2002). Although apparently delivering the targeted learning outcomes, this naive and misleading conception
of how knowledge is acquired and applied further intensifies the struggle to reconcile creative design work
with technical analysis and verification (Schon, 1984). This pedagogical practice obviously hinders the
development of critical thinking, and – in the best of the cases – only favours the mere (albeit often shortlived) acquirement of information as opposed to deep effective learning, where a process of knowledge
construction is put in place “through active engagement, participation, and collaboration between learners
and educators” (Datta, 2007). Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning theory identifies four different types of
abilities that could support the achievement of deep learning: concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualisation, and active experimentation. Due to its inherent multi-disciplinary nature, deep
learning becomes particularly important in the case of education for sustainability, where holistic insight,
critical awareness of key concepts and the ability to organise and structure disparate types of information
into a coherent design whole is central to the achievement of set learning outcomes (Warburton, 2003).
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By questioning the traditional architectural pedagogy, it is possible to suggest that the objective of integrating
lectures and studio should be to encourage critical and creative thinking, problem solving, effective decision
making and conflict resolution. Warburton (2003) cites some useful principles in this direction:
 Education processes should embrace knowledge and understanding by anchoring ideas on experience
(cognitive schemata). These anchors provide a clear structure to the curriculum where the material
presented exemplifies its integration in other areas, with these links made explicit at program inception.
 A unifying framework should be established, to be assimilated into the student’s own schemata and
permit meaningful dialogue across disciplines. This requires a properly organised sequence of design
projects that continues throughout the curriculum. Instead of the students being offered the knowledge
that would allow them to solve every conceivable problem in their career, they are given a framework that
let them to start on an evolutionary path of development. The schema must continually evolve and form
new schemata; the students must demonstrate an ability to engage with lifelong learning.
 Schemata should be developed in a clear and graphic fashion where through enquiry, discussion and
application, connections between key concepts can be made and therefore visualised in a manner that is
appropriate to architectural design. Students must be treated as active seekers of knowledge, and must
be actively engaged within both lectures and design studio. The learning environment itself must become
one of cooperation and activity, therefore questioning methods of delivery, engagement, and assessment.
Lectures should not be presented independently to and delivered in advance of studio projects.
 “Pedagogical process should be presented as a revelatory activity that builds individual awareness”
(Hounsell 1997), In other words, students and staff should be encouraged to ask better questions, rather
than assume that there are a definite set of answers to a problem solution (Rutherford and Wilson, 2006).
The attainment of such aims clearly requires that the students engage in comparative and synthetic thinking
at diverse levels, and be encouraged to emphasise reflection and critical self-evaluation in order to take full
ownership of the challenges involved in balancing design inspiration with environmental mandates. It seems
obvious, therefore, that a new educational program is required to make theoretical rigour integrated with the
creative skills of students. Such program should equip graduates with a meaningful level of competence,
where technical knowledge is synthesised within studio, the natural forum for creative exploration of design.

5.3. Teaching and Learning in Lectures and Studio
Process is important for learning, and the way learning occurs is as important as the content of the learning
itself (Orr, 1991). If the implementation of environmental sustainability in the architectural curriculum requires
closer integration between lectures and studio, then the role, purpose and delivery of the lecture must be
examined critically, including an understanding of the responsibilities of the lecturer and the design tutor.
Cole (1980) describes concisely four key factors that influence the success of technical lectures, namely:
1. Teaching and learning will be inefficient if the information presented is either inaccessible to, or
inconsistent with, the needs of the studio program.
2. The student finds excessive information difficult to digest.
3. If the information presented is not seen as relevant the overall credibility of the lecture and material will be
lost, causing frustration on the part of students and lecturers, who may notice a drop in attendance.
4. When specific types of information are introduced too early and inappropriately, these pieces of
information may have a strong bias on the design itself (Rutherford and Wilson, 2006).
Traditionally, an education in environmental design embarks upon what has commonly been termed leftbrained thinking. This approach to teaching aims to develop students to become “good problem solvers
through the knowledge of mathematics and physical science” (Kirk and Mulligan 1996). Lectures are
structured in a linear sequence, taking students step-by-step through environmental processes and
techniques, although this approach rarely develops imagination, creativity, perceptual or spatial skills, and
has consequently often been deemed unsuitable for a truly integrated design-based program. Indeed,
Albrecht (1984) explains (within Rutherford and Wilson, 2006): “the claim by brain scientists that current
education is biased toward one side of the brain cannot be taken lightly. At present, students receive a halfbrained education that not only undermines the whole brain but also impairs the functioning of the left
hemisphere since the use or misuse of one side has negative implications for the other side”.
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This seriously questions traditional environmental
pedagogy. If the role of an environmental education
in an architecture curriculum is to explore learning
within the context of its application, where students
speculate, explore and make propositions in a
creative and rigorous manner, then the lecture as a
format must move away from this hemispheredominated pedagogy. This necessitates a
considerable departure from an entirely left-brained,
analytic and sequentially objective processes –
where the aim is to find the absolute correct answer
– to one that embraces right-brain features,
encompassing the skills of problem synthesis
through creative and critical thinking, intuition and
imagination (Rutherford and Wilson, 2006) (Fig. 6).

These right-brain processes unlock a domain of possible solutions and therefore offer a more holistic
approach to problem solving. Only through the combination of both hemispheres can the potential of an
integrated environmental curriculum be realised. Interestingly, design studio can be implicated for moving too
far in the other direction, developing solely right-brained processes. Over ‘abstract’ problems are often
defined in briefs that rely entirely on imagination and visual processing skills without involving left-brain
processes such as analysis and logic that are often responsible for rigour. Indeed, Albrecht (1984) cites that
with respect to solely a left brained education, “even greater harm is inflicted in which the strengths of
students are largely associated with the right hemisphere”. It would seem incumbent upon architecture
educators to develop both of these hemispherical processes at appropriate points in the academic
curriculum. However, taking as a starting point the view that teachers of architecture, both academic and
practitioner, are a product of their own learning experience – often significantly biased towards a half-brained
education – a fundamental attitudinal change on the part of both the institution and staff must take place in a
forum that sees both the design studio and the lecture as a place for active learning. A place where material
comes together “fostering unity between the learning process and the learner” (Auchey et al. 2000). There
are two techniques that could prove successful to such aims: problem-based learning and applied learning.
In problem-based learning (PBL), the motivation provided by the challenge supplies the incentive to learn
(Smith, 2009). As Gelenter (1988) suggests, acquisition and application of knowledge cannot occur one after
the other, since when knowledge is provided without any context or practical use, it will be difficult for the
learner to recall it at the times when it is needed. Problem-based learning teaches not only the information
but also the thinking strategies concerned. It involves students being given a problem and struggling to find
the answer, therefore increasing their interest levels in the subject as they have a need for the knowledge
(Gelenter, 1988). Besides successfully transferring information, this technique makes the knowledge more
memorable – as students have struggled to obtain it – trains students in a new way of thinking, provides the
skills required to solve problems (Leroy et al., 2001) and promotes life-long learning (Grosskopf, 2004).
Applied learning, on the other hand, relies on the assumption that we learn when we are interested and
motivated in the subject matter, and that learning is more efficient when we combine theory and perceptual
knowledge (Levy, 1980). Also known as ‘learning by doing’, applied learning is funded on the idea that
students must use the knowledge they have learnt in a practical task, thus becoming engaged in the learning
process (Smith, 2009). It links awareness and knowledge to understanding and application, ensuring that
students have the ability to use practically the principles they have acquired. Engagement is one of the main
processes to induce motivation; therefore, the student is prompted to become more involved in the learning,
facilitating the triggering of deep as opposed to surface learning (Kolb and Kolb, 2005; Warburton, 2003).
This method allows students to put into context what they are learning alongside their real life experiences
and can be reinforced providing ‘live’ building applications (e.g., real construction projects, field trips, etc.)
where students can practically visualise the information that they are being taught and appreciate their value.
It also allows the formation of multi-layered and holistic links between theory and practice (Filho, 2000).
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5.4. Information and Communication Technologies in the Architectural Curriculum
Amongst the opportunities to leave room for self-reflection, deep learning and critical understanding in the
architectural curriculum – whilst combining theoretical knowledge, empirical skills and analytical tools – can
be given by new pedagogical techniques derived from Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).
In this context, the use of e-learning – here used as an ‘umbrella’ term to capture a range of techniques,
including collaborative learning, virtual learning environments (VLEs), blended learning and so on – is an
area that is rapidly becoming core to many teaching and learning institutions, in the effort to enhance their
educational provisions and meet professional demands (Mizban and Roberts, 2008).
The application of e-learning in fields such as medicine, engineering, computer-aided design and
manufacturing offers proof of its ability to provide the necessary learning environment to facilitate inter-, intra, trans-, cross-disciplinary collaboration between specialists in distinct areas, skills that are fundamental to
the achievement of an integrated design process (Bakman, 2008). ICTs have been recognized as an
opportunity to establish new ways for students to learn, work and collaborate with their tutors and peers,
locally and globally. These techniques may offer a solution to address some of the dichotomies within the
architectural curriculum, providing the potential to fill the gap between creative design and technical sciences
towards the acquisition of multi-disciplinary knowledge. In fact, virtual learning tools and technologies can
enhance both learning and teaching, providing easy and open access to information and educational
materials at anytime, from anywhere, and supporting collaborative learning activities to motivate participants
through interactive resources. E-learning and ICTs can also present an appropriate response to the
significant challenges that higher education is currently facing, with particular reference to:
•
•
•
•
•

The need to broaden the geographical boundaries of universities and support lifelong learning and CPD;
The increase in enrolment in higher education, with more pressure on space and staff time;
A diverse student body (e.g., mature students, international students, students based in the workplace);
New financial challenges, including changing expectations of academic roles;
Changes in professional market, with more integrated teamwork and communication between disciplines.

Undeniably, ICTs and e-learning can provide higher education with new methods to foster deep and critical
thinking and bestow flexible learning and more responsive delivery techniques. More specifically, the
following may play a key role in supporting a successful curriculum in architectural disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual studio environments, where students can engage in the exploration and communication of design,
interact with tutors and their peers, develop skills in team-working, exchange cultural knowledge, etc.;
Shared repositories and databases (e.g., technical information, case studies, exempla of best practice);
Software developed to assist students in analyzing and reflecting on their design or a specific element of
their coursework (e.g., environmental performance of buildings), or develop bespoke expertise;
Virtual reality and simplified 3D CAD applications, which can be immersive or non-immersive;
E-Portfolios, wikis, weblogs and web pages, where students can display and share their design work;
Communication and live dissemination tools, such as videoconferencing, pod-casting, iTunes U, etc.

However, although students from the ‘iPhone generation’ largely demonstrate fluency and familiarity with
ICTs, there is a risk that they could solely rely on the most basic visualization, search and learning tools, not
developing the necessary critical and analytical insights necessary to relate technical knowledge with
evidence-based design work. Therefore, in the architectural curriculum, ICTs and e-learning should by no
means be considered as a substitute for studio and lectures. Yet, by enabling some pedagogical activities to
take place outside the physical boundaries of the studio, the effectiveness of the pedagogical methodology
can benefit in increasing engagement of students in learning. This holds the potential to encourage reflection
and critical understanding, improving the richness and diversity of design, supporting students’ awareness of
design-related issues, promoting methods of communication, and enhancing the quality of the learning
experience. Clearly, these new forms of flexible and responsive education will by necessity have to be
coupled with conventional pedagogical methods, but their implementation surely holds the potential to
reiterate the need for a holistic approach in the training of architects, where design is not only seen as a
creative problem-solving exercise but where cross-referencing, imaginative reconstruction and independent
thinking can foster critical dialogue across disparate fields of knowledge (Altomonte, 2010; Shah, 2010).
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1. University of Nottingham
1.1. The Department of Architecture and Built Environment
The Department of Architecture and
Built Environment at the University
of Nottingham (United Kingdom) is a
leading centre for research and
teaching in architecture, urban
design and sustainable energy
technologies, and is particularly
noted for its innovative work in
sustainability. Since August 2009,
the Department is part of the
Faculty of Engineering (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. The Sustainable Research Building at the Department of
Architecture and Built Environment, University of Nottingham

Learning and teaching is informed by cutting-edge research undertaken by some 40 full-time academic staff.
Indeed, many research projects such as the Creative Energy Homes (http://www.creative-energyhomes.co.uk/) are introduced to students during their taught courses. The outcomes of other applied
research are also disseminated through live projects that enable students to engage with real clients and
communities. The Department is committed to undertaking research that informs sustainable development
and, through its learning environment, it aims to empower tomorrow’s professionals to create buildings and
places that are appropriate for the 21st century. Teaching is also enhanced by engagement with leading
professionals who help to ensure that its courses are relevant to, and informed by, contemporary practice.
At the Department of Architecture and Built Environment, architectural qualification can be obtained under
two parallel paths, which include at undergraduate level a 3-year Bachelor of Architecture or a 4-year
MEng Architecture and Environmental Design, followed by a 2-year graduate Diploma in Architecture.
Both the BArch and the MEng are recognised by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) and the
Architects’ Registration Board (ARB) for exemption from their Part 1 professional examination, whilst the
MEng is also accredited by the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE). The DipArch is
recognised by the RIBA and ARB for Part 2 professional accreditation. To gain further specialisation, the
Department also offer various postgraduate 1-year MArch and MSc courses, amongst which a MArch in
Environmental Design, a Professional Practice course (RIBA Part 3) and various PhD programmes21.

1.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum (until 2009/10)
In response to contemporary challenges, until 2003 the Department has offered a curriculum that comprised
environmental science subjects delivered under the banners of “Climate and Daylighting”, “Thermal Studies”,
“Energy Use in Small Buildings” and “Building Services for Architects”. As stand-alone, satellite modules,
these were highly successful in giving students a rigorous technical grounding in environmental processes,
although they lacked clear integration with design studio. At around this period, pressure from external
examiners and a significantly larger student body saw a major transformation in the curriculum resulting in
environmental-related technical modules giving way to more design-oriented teachings such as “Human
Response” and “Environmental Design 1, 2 and 3” (and their following incarnations, “Environmental Design
and Tectonics”). By dropping some of the technical rigour and approaching environmental design from a
more architectural perspective – where content delivered within lectures was applied to the studio projects
on offer – it was believed that students would embrace these concepts within their design explorations and
make them explicit during their presentations. New regulations and requirements of professional bodies have
recently requested a further revision of such educational provisions, leading to new developments in the
integration of environmental design in the architectural curriculum offered at the Department.
21

For a detailed description of the academic programmes on offer at EDUCATE partners institutions until the academic
year 2009/10, refer to the EDUCATE report “State of the Art of Environmental Sustainability in Academic Curricula and
Conditions for Registration”, downloadable from http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/state-of-the-art.php
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The curriculum adopted until the academic year 2009/10 was based on a partially-integrated model. In this
pedagogical structure, themes of environmental design at undergraduate level are structured on modules
such as “Environmental Design 1” (year one, BArch and MEng), “Environmental Design and Tectonics 1 and
2” (year 2 and 3, BArch and MEng) and “Environmental Services Design 1, 2, 3 and 4” (only for the MEng).
The “Environmental Design” modules introduce the various factors that influence human interaction with the
environment and integrate human behaviour with the field of environmental design. Starting from an
appreciation of climate as an integral part of the design process, the modules highlight the relationship
between physical forces (light, heat, air and sound) and the built environment and present the key
parameters that affect human comfort, whilst informing architectural design in terms of both composition of
spaces and energy-related issues. The modules assessment is based on a ‘learning-by-doing’ approach,
whereas the ‘design studio' and the 'construction site' are brought into the lecture theatre. Assessment
includes guided practical exercises, participation of students at technical workshops and charettes, and the
production of a technical report on the environmental and tectonic development of the design studio project.
Alongside these modules, MEng students also receive a primer in building services within the teaching of
“Environmental Service Design”. Other than delivering theoretical knowledge in environmental engineering,
these modules provide hands-on experience of the practical skills related to environmental services to help
students understand materials and fabrication in relation to component selection and installation. In the 4th
year of the MEng, “Integrated Environmental Design” runs alongside the final year’s design studio project
and seeks to identify and develop holistic environmental strategies that can be integrated in the final design.
At graduate and professional level, environmental design is taught in the context of specific design modules.
In year 1 of DipArch, students are given the possibility of choosing the design studio modules and related
seminars they wish to attend, which include: “Sustainable Tall Building Design” – a module that comprises in
the first semester workshops, model-making, computer modelling, urban appraisal, structural explorations,
imaginative visualisations, visits, etc., for then exploring in detail the theme of the bioclimatic skyscraper in
the second semester; “Sustainable Housing Design” – which facilitates, through housing scheme design and
research work, engagement with issues of sustainability and techniques for the prefabrication of architecture;
“Advanced Environmental Design” – which builds on the core environmental modules undertaken during the
undergraduate studies and explores the implications of integrating environmental control strategies at the
formative stages of a design proposal. These studio modules are also offered to students undertaking the
MArch in Environmental Design and some other MArch/MSc courses, and are thematically related to a
seminar series which provides parallel knowledge-based and intellectual support through the study of issues
linked to the design theme chosen. In year 2 of the DipArch, students develop a research-based thesis,
which is supported by periodic environmental tutorials and has to respond to strict environmental criteria.

1.3. Teaching and Learning Development (from 2010/11)
From a critical analysis of the educational structure until 2009/10, it is clear that awareness of environmental
responsibility has assumed a paramount importance in curriculum development, although this has faced a
number of pedagogical barriers. The continuous attempts to integrate themes of environmental design in the
BArch, MEng, Diploma and MArch/MSc courses in fact reveals several strengths but also some limitations in
transferring knowledge between sustainability-related architectural sciences and creative design.
Amongst the strengths, of particular note is the indication that, at the end of their courses, students
satisfactorily demonstrate reasonable awareness, knowledge and skills in the principles and practices of the
environmental agenda as applied to the development of their design work, with the best projects showing
consistency and insight into the process. Further to this, by assessing environmental components partially
through studio work (one of the main assets of a partially-integrated curriculum), the removal of a ‘one-sizefits-all’ approach has fallen favourably with both students and design tutors, therefore providing more
autonomy to design studios to develop specific themes of interest, whit the main learning outcomes being
guaranteed by technical exercises, workshops and case studies dealt with in specialist units. The devised
methodology of teaching consistently shows that an applied ‘learning by doing’ approach can bring tangible
results and link rigorous physical measures with inspiring design, whilst enthusiasm has generally been
demonstrated by students in discovering that environmentally-sensitive buildings can be beautiful.
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On the other hand, amongst the main limitations of previous teaching provisions, to be noted is a certain
resistance posed by some design studio tutors in terms of both the contents delivered in the environmental
lecture series and the methodology of application and assessment. Rigorous exploration of sustainable
environmental design and successful integration within the design process has not always been necessary
evident in every part of student work, whilst – where the work programme delivered in some studio modules
spent a significant period of time exploring the design process – comprehensive investigation of
environmental considerations may have lagged behind the creative element of the design process and be
applied only in a superficial manner. Conversely, when the delivery of technical contents has had to cater for
different design units, diverging design briefs on offer may have given rise to a generalised environmental
teaching. In terms of delivery of contents, it must be noted that due to a satellite arrangement of lectures,
student attendance has been poor at certain occasions, particularly in the vicinity of the exam period. Also,
due to the high number of students enrolled in each degree, considerable investment of time by specialist
staff has been required in ensuring consistency of tutoring and assessment and that learning outcomes were
effectively met, this often resulting in the need of sourcing external consultants to support convenors.
Building on the strengths of the existing teaching provisions – and also in order to address some the
limitations here highlighted – several initiatives have recently been instructed at the Department. Initial
results clearly indicated that based on student numbers (current intakes are: BArch: 160 students; MEng: 40
students: DipArch: 60 students) and resources, new approaches to embed principles and practices of
sustainable environmental design in the architecture and engineering curriculum should have been taken,
particularly for the undergraduate degrees. In this sense, a growing student population, as well as escalating
pressures from external examiners and accrediting bodies, have made clear that current pedagogical
provisions could become rather limited in some of their outcomes, primarily due a deficiency in an
appropriate number of staff responsible for delivering technical contents and ensuring that integration
between acquisition of theoretical knowledge and creative design exploration effectively takes place.
Conversely, it has become apparent that not all studio projects could feasibly implement the material
contained within the environmental design lectures into meaningful project application. These problems
formed a core discussion at the 2009 course review, where the disjunction between technical and creative
disciplines was explored at length. On this occasion, concern was expressed by those responsible of
specialist teaching about the current implicit requirement of reducing the rigour associated with technical
subjects in order to serve all the studio masters. In contrast, considering current environmental challenges,
where demonstration and compliance are becoming increasingly demanded, it was felt necessary to
readdress this balance and equip students with the skills needed to respond to professional requirements.
As a consequence, after several years where environmental teaching has been closely related to design
studio, a newly developed curricular structure based on a hybrid between a linear/parallel and a partiallyintegrated model has been proposed to promote deep learning and bridge the gap between rigorous
acquisition of environmental knowledge and creative exploration in design. This new model of teaching
moves away from the ‘forced’ integration previously in place and seeks to provide students with the level of
rigour and responsibility in environmental sustainability as requested by recent government policies in UK.
In this new structure, dedicated “Environmental Science for Architects” modules – to be delivered in the first
two years of the BArch and MEng programmes – expose students to the environmental agenda as it applies
to the architectural profession, thoroughly exploring the key bioclimatic strategies used to maintain
appropriate conditions within buildings and analysing the flows of energy that occur within built environments
together with the numerous systems that may help with their control. These self-contained modules are
conceived to give students awareness of various environmental/architectural science-related principles to be
embraced within design, fostering enthusiasm and commitment to environmental issues from the onset of
their studies, and introducing analytical tools that allow rigorous exploration of environmental strategies.
In semester 1 of year 1, starting from an introduction of the climate change agenda, emphasis is placed on
the low carbon challenge and the metrics/tools that are driving the profession towards meeting these targets.
Following this first ‘inconvenient truth’ moment, human comfort, occupant satisfaction, health and well-being
within buildings are analysed. Students are introduced to the key environmental strategies that can maintain
occupant comfort within buildings, therefore exploring the interrelationships between the prevailing climate,
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occupant expectations and the building itself. Psychrometry is introduced to visualize comfort and the role of
climate, and students are let to explore the numerous bioclimatic strategies that can extend the working of
the comfort bands via critical analysis of climate tools (e.g. Ecotect Weather Tool, Climate Consultant). In
semester 2, daylight in buildings is investigated, looking at physics of light, solar geometry, visual perception,
daylighting systems and strategies, daylight distribution, shading design and calculation methods.
Theoretical contents are supported by practical exercises and an ‘experiential approach’ using learning tools
such as the heliodon, artificial sky, etc. and are expected to be creatively explored in design studio projects.
In year 2, the module focuses on thermal aspects of buildings, looking at steady state and dynamic envelope
flows and control, moisture and building fabric. To root the lecture series, Standard Assessment Procedure
and tools such as Ecotect and Hevacomp are used to show the implications and practical application of the
contents presented. Air movement principles are then introduced outlining appropriate ventilation strategies
for different climatic regions. Case studies of simple buildings are presented, and mini charrettes identify the
environmental process and explore the solutions to the thermal control and ventilation issues. Finally, energy
and carbon estimation methods and building simulation tools are introduced to investigate the performance
of the case study building presented and quantify their energy consumption and carbon emissions.
Alongside “Environmental Science”, a series of ‘bridging’ modules are attached to these technical teachings,
so as to further inspire students and transfer the acquired environmental principles within the relevant design
studio projects. Through a series of practical explorations that also include ‘live’ projects (e.g., the ‘Jouberton
Nursery School Project’ completed by 2nd year design students in 2008/09 or the ‘Solar Decathlon
Nottingham H.O.U.S.E.’ of 2009/10), the “Integrated Design in Architecture” modules – delivered at each
undergraduate year – reconcile the ‘link’ between taught lecture courses and studio design work, fostering
an integrated design approach to architectural pedagogy. In the BArch degree, acoustics, artificial lighting,
building services, renewables, waste and water are themes offered in elective modules. This curricular
structure clearly entails a fundamental change from the educational provisions previously in place in that it:
1. Delivers an environmental curriculum that is rigorous and responds to the needs of the profession;
2. Apportions responsibility and clearly maps learning outcomes for the modules taught;
3. Embraces integration, yet acknowledging the large student cohorts, diverse expertise of studio tutors,
number of staff delivering technical subjects and diversity of styles that pervade within the Department.
Curricular Structure of Year 1 and 2 of the Bachelor of Architecture (2010/11)
Year 1

Year 2
Architectural
Design Studio 1

Environmental
Science for
Architects 1

50 Credits

20 Credits

Architectural
Design Studio 2
Environmental
Science for
Architects 2

50 Credits

20 Credits

Integrated Design
in Architecture 1

Integrated Design
in Architecture 2

15 Credits

20 Credits

Tectonics 1
20 Credits

Architectural
Humanities 1
15 Credits

Tectonics 2
20 Credits

Architectural
Humanities 2
10 Credits
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2. Architectural Association School of Architecture
2.1. The AA School of Architecture
The Architectural Association School
of Architecture (AA School) is the
oldest and one of the largest schools
of architecture in the UK (Fig. 8). It is
also the world's most international
school of architecture with some 90
percent of its students – and nearly as
many of its teachers – coming from
outside the UK. The School has a
worldwide reputation for its progressive
approach to architectural education.
Choice, diversity and experimentation
are all hallmarks of the School's
pedagogy. As a learned society, the
Figure 8. The AA Main Building in Bedford Square, London
AA offers a Public Programme of
evening lectures, symposia, exhibitions and publication launches that is considered to be the largest yearround series of public events dedicated to contemporary architectural culture.
The AA School’s five-year professional course leading to the AA Diploma complies with the requirements of
the Architects Registration Board Prescription of Qualifications (RIBA - ARB criteria for Part 1 and Part 2). In
the first year, the academic agenda consists in preparing students for the complexities of the professional,
critical and cultural activities associated with architectural innovation and experimentation today. Students
gain knowledge, skills and experience in a strategically diverse range of design ideas and interests, from
which they begin to form their own architectural identities. In entering 2nd and 3rd years (Intermediate
School), students must choose – and be accepted by – one of up to 15 autonomous design units that make
up this part of the School. A similar choice is presented to students entering the 4th and 5th years (Diploma
School). Each unit (of 10-15 students) has its own highly individual year-long design agenda.

2.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum
Environmental design has been taught uninterruptedly at the AA School for over half a century. Between
1954 and 1971, the School’s Department of Tropical Studies (the AA Tropical School) combined research
and consultancy with undergraduate and postgraduate teaching that specialised in designing for tropical
climates. The AA Tropical School was followed by programmes that were prompted by the emerging
environmental awareness of the late 1960’s and the energy crisis of the early 1970’s. The Rational
Technology Unit was set up in 1973 as a Diploma School (4th and 5th year) design unit that devoted itself to
the study of renewable energy technologies, self-building, urban farming and climate change research. The
Environment & Energy Studies Programme (AA EE) was started as a postgraduate teaching and
research unit in 1974. Its post-professional Master’s course (Master of Science MSc, and Master of
Architecture MArch) in Sustainable Environmental Design is currently one of the School’s largest and best
known programmes. Further involvement at postgraduate level includes the supervision and examination of
doctoral research. Parallel involvement with the Undergraduate School includes the delivery of courses for
“Technical Studies” and “History & Theory Studies” and the participation in unit juries and consultancies.
Following a low period in the 1980’s and 1990’s, interest in sustainable environmental design is now more
widely shared among students across the whole School. Currently several Intermediate and Diploma School
units embrace aspects of sustainability in their agendas. Students from these units strive to acquire the
necessary knowledge by attending courses offered as part of the School’s programme of “Complementary
Studies”. The unit tutors often extend this by involving specialist consultants on a regular or ad-hoc basis.
Given the diversity of unit agendas within the School, a key question is: how far can undergraduate students
take the environmental design of their projects on these resources? An equally important question is: to what
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extent can such engagement with environmental design as part of a unit’s design agenda provide students
with the technical competences they may require for practice? Finally, what additional inputs and support
might be required and how best to provide them?
At postgraduate level, the taught content and pedagogy have developed through the critical study of building
practices in different countries as well as with continuing engagement in international research activity. The
Master’s programme in Sustainable Environmental Design is devoted to integrating technical knowledge and
computational tools into the processes of architectural design. It acts as some sort of experimental laboratory
in which the nature and extent of the knowledge required, the manner in which computational tools are used
and their output interpreted, and the function and purpose of architectural design form part of a critical
learning process for both teachers and students. Each year can be seen as representing a step in this
process by measuring its learning outcomes against those of previous years.
Given the diverse international provenance of students, geographic, climatic, morphological and other
contextual variations have been central to the programme’s taught contents and pedagogy from the outset.
These have underlined the need, in the first instance, for fundamental principles that can be seen to apply
widely; secondly, empirical and experiential data by which to characterise applicability and performance in
different contexts; and thirdly, for analytic tools with which to compare and assess alternative options for
diverse climates and building types at the design stage. The dynamic interconnectedness of these cognitive
constituents has been represented as the knowledge triangle of sustainable environmental design, providing
a model for structuring the EDUCATE Knowledge Base (see page 20). Here, this model is applied to the
critical examination of the teaching and learning required at different educational stages.

2.3. The Knowledge Triangle
Conceptual / Theoretical
What is it about: Global sustainability issues and their national and local expressions in architecture and
urbanism; Environmental attributes of different built forms and building types; Knowledge and understanding
of the natural processes and environmental design requirements that can be addressed by architectural
design; Principles of adaptive comfort and bioclimatic design; Interactions and integration with artificial
lighting and with HVAC systems and controls; Core knowledge and understanding on which both
applications and tools also depend, and without which there can be no practical involvement in the field of
environmental design.
How to teach & learn: Build the knowledge in layers over several terms or years by a combination of lectures,
seminars, building visits and hands-on workshops in pre-arranged interactive formats. Each mode of
teaching and learning should incorporate both quantitative and qualitative information. Direct experience of
environmental conditions in selected indoor and outdoor spaces should be built into the programme in ways
that complement the explanation and/or the simulation of the theoretical principles involved. Choices for
individuals to customise their approach should also be considered.
Knowledge-Base required: Based on perceived gaps and needs, i.e. information lacked or needed in a
different form. For example, workshop exercises that can help illustrate fundamental principles, as well as
some of the counterintuitive aspects of environmental design. Such exercises can be designed to illustrate
different learning strategies – for example, use of physical models and experiments – as well as selective
use of computational techniques. Despite the very extensive literature available on sustainability and
environmental design, it is almost impossible to recommend any single publication unreservedly. There are
significant gaps and inconsistencies, unclear explanations which will lead to false expectations or
misconceptions, and lack of reliable energy consumption data on which to base performance targets. Key
criteria for adding material to the knowledge-base should be: clear terminology and definitions, concise
explanations, pinpointing and clearing common preconceptions and misconceptions, and avoidance of
formulaic expressions and deterministic guidance.
Links: “Building Science”; “Architectural Science”; “Theories of Architecture”; “Landscape and Urban Design”;
“Environmental Engineering”.
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Empirical / Experiential
What is it about: How theoretical principles and environmental design objectives have translated into
practice; How such practice has been serving occupant activities and expectations; Lessons from vernacular
and historical precedents as well as contemporary practice.
How to teach & learn: Mainly by undertaking case studies of selected built precedents based on their design
and construction history, and on direct observation, measurement and occupancy studies. It is essential to
adopt a common methodology for undertaking and reporting on such studies so that comparisons can be
drawn where appropriate. On-site observations of occupant behavioural patterns and responses to
environmental conditions can provide insights that are applicable to a wide range of building programmes
and operational conditions. Measurements of indoor and outdoor environmental variables can be correlated
with energy use data and compared with findings from similar buildings, as well as with predictions made by
computer simulation in the course of design. Such comparisons give a measure of possible improvements,
as well as indications of possible discrepancies between design prediction and reality. Clearly, topics
discussed here should be linked to the teaching of “Architectural Criticism”, “History & Theory”, etc.
Knowledge-Base required: There is a growing literature on building projects with environmental claims, but
the information therein contained is often non-transferable or prone to misinterpretation. Published energy
consumption benchmarks are often misleading and there is lack of comparability in published performance
data. An important objective should be to create a database drawn from reliable sources and from our own
case study projects. This should provide a pool of case studies illustrating typological and climatic
differences and their respective performance attributes. Comparability should be established with the help of
simulation tools. A further objective should be to distil environmental design considerations that should
inform architectural criticism.
Links: “Architectural Criticism”; “History & Theory”; Visiting architects and environmental engineers
presenting schemes with environmental agendas.
Analytic / Comparative
What is it about: Use of environmental modelling and simulation tools is increasingly common in schools of
Architecture. A new trend is to combine generative and analytic computational capabilities, and major
software developers are currently aiming to integrate such functions into Building Information Modelling.
How to teach & learn: Pre-programmed exercises using lighting and thermal simulation software can provide
an excellent learning tool for architects and students of architecture as a means of testing design hypotheses
arising out of theoretical principles. Parametric studies are an essential component of the learning process,
as well as a means for informing the design process. Dynamic thermal simulation is the only means available
for comparative performance assessment and for drawing generalisations. Such tools are essential in
drawing comparisons and evaluating case studies, as well as for consolidating environmental design
theories and rules of thumb.
Knowledge-base required: The mechanics of software use pose no particular difficulty to current students of
any year. However, meaningful application of environmental simulation tools depends on experience, as well
as on good understanding of theoretical principles and built precedents. Also, it is based on the availability of
appropriate input data to characterise building, context and operation and on comparative performance data
against which to interpret simulation results. The competences required cannot be acquired instantaneously,
but they need to be built over a period of time before they can be applied with confidence on studio projects.
Links: “Building Information Modelling”; “Computer-Aided Design”.

2.4. Implementation in Curriculum Development
Undergraduate and Graduate Level
A series of “how-to” packages can be provided covering specific environmental design tasks and providing
students with the required theoretical knowledge, empirical data and computational tools. These can be
aimed at serving project work at different levels of competence based on consultations with unit teachers, to
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be delivered as part of “Complementary Studies” or directly to individual units. Outcome, impact and
effectiveness can be measured by comparing project results in terms of environmental awareness and
performative characteristics with previous projects of same students / design unit.
Postgraduate Level - MSc & MArch in Sustainable Environmental Design
Here, the “how to” packages encompass a more detailed as well as longer engagement with the constituents
of the Knowledge Triangle. Students are aware that the technical competences they are acquiring in the field
of environmental design will far exceed those of the large majority of practising architects. For the students –
as well as for the programme – the question is how far and in which direction to take these competences.
For the MArch component of the programme, the application of the principles and tools of sustainable
environmental design needs to be followed by meaningful design development and architectural expression.
The learning outcomes of the Master’s programme are assessed each term as well as on final dissertation
projects. Cross-term and cross-year comparisons will be drawn to assess developments on the questions of
technical competences and architectural expression.
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3. Catholic University of Louvain
3.1. The Department of Architecture
The Department of Architecture at the University of
Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium) is a leading centre for
research and teaching in architecture, architectural
engineering, urban design and sustainability in
architecture. In 2009, the expertise of its research
team ‘Architecture et Climat’ was distinguished by
the reception of the “Educational Eco-Award”.
Since 2009, the Department of Architecture has
merged with the two Architecture Institutes Saint
Luc (Brussels and Tournai) to create a new Faculty
of Architecture named LOCI (Faculté d'Architecture,
d'Ingénierie Architecturale et d'Urbanisme) and
placed in three teaching and learning sites: Louvainla-Neuve, Brussels and Tournai (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. The Department Building from the Vinci Hall

Learning and teaching at the Department is informed by cutting-edge research activities undertaken by its
full-time academic staff. Teaching within the Department is also enhanced by engagement with professional
architects and other built environment professionals who, as tutors, assistants, special professors or
lecturers, help to ensure that its courses are relevant to contemporary practice.
The Bachelor Degree in Engineering Sciences: Architectural Engineering (3 years) consists of
foundation studies in the basic disciplines in which the Architect - Engineer needs to acquire theoretical and
practical skills. It provides an initiation and initial instruction in subjects which will be studied in depth and
consolidated during the Master programme in Engineering Sciences: Architectural Engineering. The
Master degree (2 years) continues the formation in the disciplines where the civil engineer has to acquire the
necessary knowledge and practice, following the principles defined, introduced and developed during the
program of the Bachelor. The two degrees are recognized by the CNOA (Conseil National de l’Ordre des
Architectes de Belgique). After being awarded the Master degree, the Architect - Engineer (like all Junior
Architects in Belgium) has to attend two years of architectural practice before being officially registered as an
independent architect by the CNOA. Special conditions apply for admission to the course, since the access
to the first cycle of Engineering Sciences, with specialization in Civil Engineering, requires an admission
examination. Access to the studies is always subordinate to passing this initial assessment.

3.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum
The Bachelor and Master in Engineering Science: Architectural Engineering provides opportunities for
students to develop an appropriate knowledge at different levels during the curriculum and is based on an
iterative educational model focusing on Sensitisation, Validation and Thinking (Fig. 10, following page).
STEP I: Sensitisation. During the first two years, some modules are conceived to increase gradually the
students’ awareness of sustainable design. The first module partially related to sustainable design is
“Construction: materials”. It gives to the students a first presentation of bioclimatic architecture and its
relatives concepts. This is the occasion to give a first definition of sustainable architecture. Concerning the
“Design Studios”, the particular approach to the design process at the Department of Architecture considers
the context as an important parameter. These considerations, shared by all the academic faculty members,
are a first step to the introduction of sustainable environmental design. Moreover, the program allows the
introduction of the notion of comfort for the occupants very early in the curriculum. However, the concepts of
bioclimatic architecture and sustainable architecture are really studied in depth during the second year in the
“Design Studio 2: History and habitat”. In this studio, students have to integrate in their design process the
stakes of sustainability at the specific scale of the house.
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STEP II: Validation. During the third
year, the module “Comfort and
building physics (Thermal principles,
Acoustics and Lighting)” presents
the physical basic concepts which
allow the control of the environment
and
the
occupants’
comfort
(thermal, acoustic, visual, etc.). It
concretizes the already present
reasoning of the previous design
studios. The lecturers, members of
the research team ‘Architecture et
Climat’, are experts in these
domains. The third year studio,
“Studio
5:
Technology
and
Sustainable
Development”,
strengthens questioning about the
environmental
integration
of
buildings (orientation, bioclimatics,
etc.) and is particularly dedicated to
the study of natural light. It is based
on a simplified program and site, so
as to allow an in-depth study of the
design of natural lighting. The
students are able to validate their
approach by field measurements
Figure 10. Environmental Design in the Architectural
Curriculum at the Department of Architecture
conducted at the Belgian Building
Research Institute (BBRI) under an artificial sun and artificial sky. This gives the opportunity to the students
to lead a real research on the relation between the design conception and the theme of natural lighting.
In the second cycle (Master), the design studio of the fourth year, “Comprehensive Design Project” and its
methodological seminars, focuses on a subject directly connected to sustainable environmental design. This
project, on a larger scale, leads to the design of a sustainable district and comes along with a theoretical
seminar (e.g., study of 12 sustainable districts in Europe). Through this project of synthesis, the students
have to prove their knowledge and their experience concerning sustainable environmental design. At this
stage, theory and research are connected to each other. The “research” part is however amplified. Also in
year 4, the theoretical module “Building physics: HVAC and lighting” focuses on equipment connected to
energy demands (heating, ventilation, electricity, etc.). The module gives the students the necessary
knowledge and tools to conceive and calculate the technical installations in connection with the building and
its functions. These systems are scientifically described and studied (e.g., via thermodynamic analysis and
simulation). The optional module “Building physics: sustainable development complements” focuses
specifically on issues pertaining sustainable design. It invites a more detailed understanding of the physical
concepts underlying advanced environmental systems, and offers a critical analysis of architecture within the
framework of sustainable development through study of published papers and analysis of built structures.
STEP III: Thinking. During the fifth and last year of the undergraduate/graduate curriculum, the students are
invited to follow an “Initiation seminary to research”. A part of this seminar – given by members of the
research team ‘Architecture et Climat’ – presents the current stakes in the research concerning sustainable
design in architecture. At the end of this last step, students have to produce a Thesis. According to the
subject chosen by the student, the thesis can be supervised by members of the research team ‘Architecture
et Climat’, either in the design studio or as a theoretical subject. In this case, students have access to the
necessary tools provided by the research team (e.g., computer simulation programs, databases,
publications, results of research, etc.).
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MASTER OF ADVANCED STUDIES. The research team ‘Architecture et Climat’ participates actively in the
postgraduate European Master of Advanced Studies in Architecture and Sustainable Development (MASASD) developed in partnership with the School of Architecture of Toulouse (France) and the EPFL
Polytechnic of Lausanne (Switzerland) (http://www-madd.arch.ucl.ac.be) This advanced programme allows
the deep investigation of theories and practices of architecture, climate, energy, environment and economy
with respect to sustainable development. It provides the necessary knowledge and tools for the conception
of buildings by taking into account these imperatives. Moreover, the research team ‘Architecture et Climat’
has already produced 17 doctorates since its creation and 8 doctoral thesis are currently in preparation.

3.3. Teaching and Learning Development
The structure of the two cycles of study (Bachelor and Master in Engineering Science: Architectural
Engineering) reveals several strengths but also some weaknesses and limitations.
Among the strengths, to be noted is the shared vision. A contextual vision is indeed recurring in the
approach of the studios and this aspect is shared by all the teaching staff. Every design studio offers a
detailed analysis of the urban and environmental context during the first steps of the design process. Also, of
particular importance is the dynamics given by the research team. The modules relative to sustainable
development and to building physics are delivered by members of the research team, experts in each
specific domain of sustainable environmental design. In addition to this, a strength to the pedagogy applied
at the Department is represented by the access to the tools. The students indeed have direct access to
equipment and techniques that are used by the research team (laboratory, simulation programs, etc.) so as
to develop their personal work (design studio, thesis, etc.). It could be also noted that an applied “learning by
doing” approach (like for example in the lighting studio), combining rigorous physical measures and informed
design, effectively brings tangible and successfully results and, at the same time, gives to the students
enthusiasm in discovering perspectives of environmental issues for good and integrated design.
On the other hand, amongst the main limitations, a general lack of time is one of the main difficulties to face.
Architecture is a discipline that embraces disparate domains. It is therefore often difficult to offer an in depth
analysis in every cognitive areas during the studies, particularly if consideration has to be given to the multidisciplinary aspects of sustainability. As a matter of fact, it could be also noted that some students find at
times difficult to practically apply the scientific contents delivered in the lectures within their design studio
work – and simultaneously to assess their effective exploration – due to the amount of time generally spent
by students at the initial stages of design development.
According to a critical analysis of the existing pedagogical provisions and the creation of the new Faculty of
Architecture, a curricular structure reform has been suggested for September 2012.
Since the teaching of architecture is essentially based on design, the new curricular structure will be based
on the idea of the architectural project as the synthesis of different knowledge, where practical exploration of
notions acquired in different lecture modules should be implemented. This disparate knowledge will be
applied in the context of a “learning by doing” approach. In consideration of this, an element of particular
interest is represented by the development of design studios on the model of the “lighting” studio for others
domains of sustainable environmental design. For example, a new design studio will be set up as early as
January 2011 on the theme of water management. The goal of this studio is to offer to students insights and
reflection on the following themes:



water, as a material/component of architecture (building);
water as structuring collective or public spaces.

These themes will be developed by integrating, within architectural design projects, technical aspects such
as rainwater management on the site, retention and infiltration of rainwater, rainwater collection, water use in
the household, and/or wastewater recycling. Several aspects will be analysed simultaneously:


The relationship between a building and its site and its connections to the surrounding natural
elements and water flows (e.g., how to reduce the impacts of the building, how to protect and
conserve the natural water flows, etc.);
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Consideration of how to treat rainwater and streaming water on site by taking advantage of these
aspects so as to create different atmospheres and spaces;
Analysis of the specificity of a program (e.g., how to integrate water management specificities in the
program, directly at the design stage);
A more technical discussion on the use of water in the building: reduction of the needs, rainwater
recovery, recycling wastewater, etc.

This 10-week design studio will be developed in several phases:







A theoretical introduction (3x2h) addressing issues of reduction of needs and recovery of rainwater,
the rainwater infiltration, retention systems and wastewater recycling. The theoretical introduction is
to be followed by a practical exercise session;
Studio sessions during which particular attention will be given to water management in the building
and outside the building (public or collective spaces) and the creation of specific atmospheres linked
to rainwater management;
Water management optimization in designed spaces will be carried out using software developed by
‘Architecture et Climat’ (1 morning, 4 hours - group work).
The studio culminates with a day of presentation in front of a jury.
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4. Technical University of Munich
4.1. Faculty of Architecture
The Technische Universität München has
focused on aspects of environmental
design for about two decades. Due to a
high awareness of the subjects
‘environmentalism, energy saving and
sustainability’ in Germany, the teaching
of architecture has been greatly modified
in this period. The development of strict
regulations on energy efficiency and new
developments in the technology of
construction, insulation and building
services has been a significant influence
on architecture, design and its teaching.
Students now start in their studies with an
enhanced
awareness
of
the
responsibilities of architecture for the
future of the planet.

Figure 11. Roof top of the Faculty beside the Frauenkirche

4.2. The Structure of the Faculty of Architecture
The Faculty of Architecture (Fig. 11) has established a number of departments that focus on sustainability
issues. Each department is driven by personal interest, professional career and research specialization of
each respective professor, as follows:










Department of Integrated Construction;
Department of Industrial Design;
Department of Timber Construction;
Department of Energy Efficient and Sustainable Design and Building;
Department of Sustainable Urbanism in Rural Regions;
Department of Building Construction and Material Science;
Department of Technology and Design of Shell Constructions;
Department of Urban Design and Regional Planning;
Department of Urbanism and Housing.

Each department is lead by an Architect or Designer and independently offers design studios and lecturebased modules. Cooperation between these departments and the specialist engineering departments – such
as the Department for Climatic Design and Building Services directed by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gerhard Hausladen –
takes place at an intermittent level.
Current research endeavours – as for example the participation of the TUM Faculty of Architecture in the
context of the EDUCATE project – may help in forming a “sustainability group” that brings together a number
of departments to work together both in teaching and in research. This group could interrelate departments
with distinct focuses and allow them to offer teaching seminars and modules focused on sustainability and
related subjects together. Results of such on-going projects – as for example the contents developed by
EDUCATE for the online Knowledge Base and its interactive Portal – may be developed further so as to
match and link the specializations of each department. Teaching and integrated design work of students
could create new fields and interrelation of subjects, as well as promoting knowledge interchange. One
promising connection is that between the core architectural departments and the engineering aspects offered
at the Department of Climatic Design and Building Services, and the sustainability aspects at the Department
and Competence Centre of Energy Efficient and Sustainable Design and Building.
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The newly established degree Master of Energy Efficiency and Sustainability will establish a better
cooperation between the Faculty of Architecture and the Faculty of Civil Engineering. The program will be
offered to students starting in October 2011. The course will be open to BA graduates both from engineering
and architecture studies, and will include engineering- and architecture-related aspects of sustainability
within the following domains:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Architecture and the city
Service technology and renewable energy
Building science and energy efficiency
Building technology and Life Cycle Engineering (LCE)
Life cycle cost fair value and Life Cycle Analysis

4.3. Curricular Developments in Architecture BA
The curricular structure as currently in place at the TUM Faculty of Architecture is based on a partially
integrated model (Fig. 12). Here, environmental science modules represent the link between design studio
and other core teachings. To further emphasise such role, TUM will increase the level of integration by
linking contents in Climate Design in a more focused manner with skills required in the design studio.

Figure 12. Study Program: Architecture – Bachelor of Arts (TUM)

Amongst other modules, the (integrated) “Design Studios” in semesters 1 to 4 have been developed to deal
with the complex interdependencies of design, construction, material, and energy efficiency. Relating back to
the former diploma undergraduate integrated modules conducted with very good results, the studios are
based on the design studios of the Department of Design Methodologies in semester 1 and the Department
of Timber Construction as well as the Department of Building Construction and Material Sciences in the
second year of the program.
Curricular advances – including those facilitated by the development of the interactive EDUCATE Portal –
will support teaching and learning in a number of ways in the partially integrated structure of the curriculum in
the BA and MA degrees. The Department of Climatic Design and Building Services is cooperating with the
projects developed in the context of the “Design Studios” through a compulsory module consisting of a
lecture series “Building Services” and “Building Science”, as well as a compulsory tutorial and a seminar
week at the end of the third semester. The integrated teaching structure of architectural design will also be
applied in joint studio sessions lead by three staff members of the departments specialised in topics of
sustainability, as well as by design teachers. The design studio is compulsory and will be held for all 240
students in the third semester. The students will be working in groups of two on a design brief focused on a
simple public structure (e.g., school, kindergarden etc.).
After the change from Diploma to BA and MA – come in place in 2009/10 due to the application of the
Bologna process – environmental science has become a larger and compulsory part of the curriculum at
TUM. Formerly, in Diploma modules students were allowed to choose their major subject (structural design
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or environmental design) between year 3 and 5. With the new curricular structure, this choice has been
removed and all students take structural design followed by environmental design. This change is closely
linked with environmental aspects of material sciences taught in building construction modules at the core of
design studio. Contents of sustainable design will also be delivered in several lectures and tutorials offered
by different departments. In the establishment of the new curricular structure, knowledge transfer and
interchange have been given a significant priority, basing on the awareness that technical notions are best
delivered by linking them to hands-on problems that students face during the design process. Tutorials will
be adapted as students develop their designs according to the given design briefs in increments of scale.
Starting with the general concept for a design, conceptual aspects of environmental design such as thermal
mass and orientation will be taught. As the breadth of material increases, students will be guided to a
detailed knowledge of building components. These include wall and roof construction and related aspects of
insulation, the carbon footprint of materials and efficient energy supply. The timing of tutorials will be
coordinated with the didactic schedule of design studios and reviews. Investigative processes will be
introduced to the TUM teaching through field trips and the use of facade prototypes installed in the TUM
court. Measurements and assessments of construction types incorporating various materials, their qualities
as building envelope and functionality aspects such as daylighting can be incorporated in the tutorials.
In terms of application of the pedagogical support tools provided by the EDUCATE Portal, this will be
primarily used for information exchange amongst students. Since studio sessions are held together with
design staff, informal exchange is possible and will be used as most direct means of teaching. In addition,
the Portal and especially the contents of the Knowledge Base will support teachers, both in the engineering
and in the design domains. For design teachers, the EDUCATE Knowledge Base will provide a brief
overview on topics the respective lectures will have covered. For teachers of Climatic Design and Building
Services, the EDUCATE Knowledge Base will be helpful in areas that are not covered by the characteristic
focus of the Department. Here, the EDUCATE Knowledge Base will deliver information beyond topics taught
routinely. Such information will mainly be used by students at the undergraduate level and references to
applications and case studies will be used for individual tutorial sessions. A joint critique will be held as a
final assessment of the project. The EDUCATE Portal could become an important structuring and supporting
tool in teaching. The fact that all information is delivered in English will also support teaching in English for
international exchange students. As the BA course has been introduced in October 2009 switching from the
former Prediploma/Diploma courses, the change-over is still in progress and curricular developments as
those fostered by the EDUCATE project will play a significant role in supporting this process.

4.4. Curricular Developments in Architecture MA
Architecture MA courses at the TUM will
start in October 2011. With a one year
delay from the first BA students to finish
their studies in 2012, course attendance
for the MA is difficult to predict. Since the
content and progress structure in the MA
does not significantly differ from the
previous Diploma modules (partially
integrated curriculum), the combination of
fully integrated modules, stand-alone
lectures with exercises, and integrated
design studio work will continue (Fig. 13;
see also Fig. 4, page 26).
Students will be able to choose from a
number of different design studios offered
by each of the design departments.
Figure 13. Study Program: Architecture – Master of Arts (TUM)
Three to five design departments will offer
one integrated “Design Studio” module. The design briefs will include different issues according to the focus
of each department, e.g. construction, material, urban challenges, different building types and building
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usage. Studio sessions will be partially delivered by staff from the Department for Climatic Design and
Building Services to keep up the discussion about sustainability. The teaching will be structured as a
discussion platform so as to deepen the relevant knowledge. In general, an introductory exercise will be
organised to render the students more aware of sustainability issues and foster coherence of results. The
learning outcomes will be directly integrated into the students’ design tasks. A joint critique will be held as a
final assessment for each design studio project.
Furthermore, students may choose the module “Technischer Vertiefer” (“Technical Specialization”). Here,
students will work on a two-semester long design project with a separate thesis on technical aspects of
sustainability and energy efficiency. A common scope of this work will be a complete climate and energy
concept for the designed building. The integrated nature of the design is essential to a comprehensive
understanding of the design process as students will learn the principles of energy efficiency from hands-on
design experience and will be supported by staff from various departments throughout these two semesters.
The project is the second-largest piece of work students will be required to present throughout the MA
course, other than their final thesis. Apart from the design work outcomes, students will be required to hand
in a project report paper. Requirements for the paper will be defined early on and the paper will relate to
energy calculations, energy efficiency and sustainability concept descriptions.
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5. University of Rome La Sapienza
5.1. The Department of Design, Architectural Technology, Territory and Environment
The ITACA Department was part of the Faculty of Architecture
“Ludovico Quaroni” of the University of Rome “La Sapienza”. It
carried out an intense activity of research and teaching in
technological innovation, architectural and urban design with
particular attention to the quality and sustainability of
production and construction techniques. Since July 2010, the
ITACA Department has changed its denomination and
administrative structure into the Department of Design,
Architectural Technology, Territory and Environment (DATA)
with the aim of integrating different disciplines such as
architectural technology, industrial design, environmental
design, planning and building physics, according to the
provisions of the new Statute of the University “La Sapienza”.
Indeed, over the last two years, the University has undergone
a radical transformation driven by new regulations – some still
at the stage of approval – which have led to the redefinition of
the roles of Faculties and Departments.

Figure 14. Faculty of Architecture “L. Quaroni”,
the Fontanella Borghese Building

The number of Faculties at “La Sapienza” has been reduced to 11, and so the Faculty of Architecture
“Ludovico Quaroni” has been unified to the Faculty of Architecture “Valle Giulia”. The new statute gives to
the Departments a strategic role in the proposal and management of teaching and learning activities (e.g.,
degrees, specialized and advanced training courses and PhDs). It involves the redefinition of the educational
programme through the elimination of some degrees, the consolidation of some existing courses and the
proposal of new degrees. This activity of redefinition will engage Departments and Faculties until 2012-2013.
The DATA Department is part of the new Faculty of Architecture and it carries out research activities at
different levels. Its current research endeavours embrace various domains of interest and involve the
contribution of specialists and practitioners, with the main goal to respond to the real needs of the society.
Learning and teaching activities are deeply integrated with research efforts, results of which are applied,
tested and developed at all teaching levels. Teaching within the Department is also enhanced by
engagement with leading architects and other built environment professionals who, as tutors or special
professors, help to ensure that its courses are relevant to, and informed by, contemporary practice.
The undergraduate Bachelor of Architecture (BArch) degree provides an undergraduate curriculum that
meets the Chambers of Architects’ (Ordine degli Architetti, Conservatori, Paesaggisti e Pianificatori di Roma
e Provinicia) prescription of qualifications for Junior Architect (Section B) and enables students to access the
Diploma of Architecture/Architectural and Urban Design graduate degree. Graduates of the degree in
Architecture/Architectural and Urban Design, according to the requirements of the Italian Law DM 270/2004,
can develop their professional activity with functions of high responsibility in the private and/or public sector.
The DipArch course provides a curriculum that meets the Chambers of Architects’ prescription of
qualifications for Senior Architect (Section A).

5.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum
The EDUCATE Report “State of Art of Environmental Sustainability in Academic Curricula and Conditions for
Registration”22 has previously analysed the Bachelor of Architectural Sciences (3 years) and the Diploma of
Architecture/Architectural and Urban Design (2 years) on offer in the academic year 2009/10. The Bachelor
of Architectural Sciences started in 2009 following a Regulatory Reform occurred at national level (DM
October 31, 2007 n° 544/2007), temporarily substituting the BArch in Techniques and Construction of
Architecture (on offer only for its 3rd year). In fact, by law, both degrees should be progressively eliminated.
22

The report is downloadable from http://www.educate-sustainability.eu/state-of-the-art.php
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The three-year degree Bachelor of Architectural Sciences provides the first stage in the five-year education
of an architect. Structured both in a theoretical and practical part, it allows the students to acquire the
necessary basic skills and know-how of professional practice in the broad field of architecture. Students gain
ability to analyze and understand specific issues, problems and relationships between the different
components of the built environment and address them in design by mastering traditional and contemporary
design techniques. The BArch degree aims to equip students with independent professional skills to become
productive within the design and construction field. The Diploma of Architecture aims to create practitioners
that can fully interact with the issues of urban design, which is an important field for the evolution of the
contemporary city. The degree consists of a syllabus based on the principles outlined by the European
Commission for courses in Architecture. Therefore, the curriculum provides a scientific, technological,
historical and aesthetic training so as to form practitioners capable of dealing with all issues of architectural
and urban design, from large to small scale, in the design of new constructions as in restoration projects.
Further to this, in 2009/10 the Diploma in Architecture and Construction was also activated. In the first
year, the training is developed within the domains of architectural and urban design, while, in the second
year, the course is divided into two separate curricula, which constitute original and unique learning
experiences at both national and European level:
1.

2.

The first curriculum, oriented towards design and structural rehabilitation, aims to produce specialists
able to experiment structural forms, materials, construction solutions in the design of new architectures
and to understand the building principles and strategies of existing built examples (historical and
contemporary) on which consistent structural rehabilitation can be operated.
The second curriculum, oriented towards building technology and environmental design, aims, through
a focus on the relationship between "environmental sustainability “and "technological innovation", to
train professionals capable of handling the different aspects of contemporary design, from structural
components and services to methodologies, tools and techniques of the "integrated project".

At first year level, the “Technology and Service Engineering Studio” provides students with knowledge and
skills to control the complexity of design at different scales, from construction, technological and materials
aspects up to issues of environmental sustainability.
In the second year, environmental design is fully integrated in the “Environmental and Technical Design
Studio 1 and 2”. The studio is structured on a number of lectures where several disciplines contribute to the
teaching programme and are delivered, in a coordinated manner, by various teachers. Specifically, the
“Environmental and Technical Design Studio 1” makes students able to control and manage construction
and production processes and technological systems design in order to achieve internal comfort, energy
saving and environmental sustainability. The “Environmental and Technical Design Studio 2”, starting from a
thorough analysis of the geographical and territorial context, challenges students to engage in an integrated
design process for a programme of medium to large scale. Through the use of drawings, models, diagrams
and the simulation and modelling of eco-efficient behaviours, students gain the capacity to control the
construction process, to develop original and innovative design solutions, and to consistently choose the
most correct solutions from the standpoint of environmental sustainability.
At the end of the second year, students develop a thesis based on both previous researches and training
activities, properly and critically interpreted. The training can be undertaken in public and private institutions,
professional firms and engineering companies, and will allow students to experience the practice of work
necessary to address the final exam. The final thesis should respond to environmental criteria and principles
of sustainability.

5.3. Teaching and Learning Development
The reunification of the two Faculties of Architecture has led to the revision and reduction of a significant
number of degree programs in a process of global restructuring of the educational curriculum. This process
will continue at least until 2013. It is therefore impractical at present to provide more detailed information on
the likely developments in teaching and learning that the degree courses will undertake.
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The trend of the current review process also anticipates the closure of the Diploma in Architecture and
Construction degree, and the consolidation of the five-year Diploma in Architecture course, although its new
teaching manifesto is still under construction.
Nevertheless, a critical analysis of the curricular structure of the degrees offered until the academic year
2009/10 reveals that – other than providing to the specialization of knowledge in relation with the
construction of physical spaces – it is necessary that the architectural pedagogy is informed by an
overarching view of all aspects that contribute to the shaping of built forms, embracing architecture and
urban spaces, the design of the building and its structure, the city and the environment in which it is located,
innovation and conservation. Therefore, the aim of the new manifesto is to be based on a dialectic dialogue
between the various disciplines involved in the education of architects. Bypassing the principle of division of
disciplinary contributions in teaching hierarchical fragments, the various disciplines need to unfold throughout
the curriculum along a common trail, from a first overview up to providing with increasing depth the
theoretical and practical elements on which the complexity of the design can be investigated. To this aim, the
teaching programmes will be based on ex-cathedra lectures on the theoretical and methodological aspects
of design, interdisciplinary debates, and experiences in design studios, structured according to escalating
levels of complexity and depth. The teaching and learning will be integrated by the offer of complementary
activities (e.g., conferences, seminars, competitions for students, field trips and exhibitions) in order to foster
exchanges of experiences and knowledge transfer between students and staff.
The new Diploma in Architecture should allow students to develop basic knowledge and specific critical skills
of synthesis and interconnection to govern the changes in the field of architecture, urban design,
architectural restoration, structural design and environmental design. The new curriculum should provide
graduates with the competence needed to understand and supervise the changes of an increasingly
specialized, widespread and regionalised field from an aesthetic, functional, technical, economical, social
and environmental point of view.
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6. University of Seville
6.1. The Seminar of Architecture and Environment at the School of Architecture of Seville
Since the 1980s, the School of Architecture of
Seville (Fig. 15) has hosted a research group
initially called Seminar of Bioclimatic Architecture
and later Seminar of Architecture and Environment
(SAMA), which has been developing environmental
issues and applying them in the teaching methods
of the “Architectural Composition” modules. Further
to the latest changes made to the curriculum in
1998, the environmental issues taught by this
research group were officially introduced by means
of two new modules, namely “Architecture and
Environment” and “Planning and Environment”.

Figure 15. School of Architecture of Seville

In a similar way, other modules of the curriculum at the School of Architecture of Seville gradually started to
introduce some environmental concepts in an optional and non-regulated manner, according to the interests
of the different teachers. This situation did not guarantee a proper environmental curriculum within the
degree in Architecture. For these reasons, several proposals have been made for a comprehensive
incorporation of such knowledge in a restructured architectural pedagogy.

6.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum
With the gradual introduction of the 1998 curriculum, the modules "Architecture and Environment" and
"Planning and Environment" have been created as elective 1-semester long modules of the 4th and 5th year
respectively. The theoretical contents and teaching & learning methodology for these modules is as follows:
“Architecture and Environment - Ecological and scientific fundamentals of dwelling”. The program of this 4th
year module proposes a structure and treatment of key issues to be considered when undertaking an
architectural project and also approaches a design methodology that includes energy-environmental criteria
in the development of the architectural project. The students are asked to undertake an in-depth practical
work on a research topic of their choice among the contents of the module.
“Planning and Environment - Planning and Sustainability”. This 5th year module considers the relationship
between the city and the territory from a sustainability perspective. Urban planning is used and developed as
a basic tool for the protection of natural areas and proper management and planning of land in general. It
addresses the design of the urban space from a planning methodology that uses sustainability indicators.
The students share a common practical work in which, without losing the overall perspective, different
groups of students cover a specific topic or a particular field in both the gathering and analysis of information
and in the design process. The groups show their work to one another periodically.
In the context of the curricular structure at the School of Architecture of Seville, many modules clearly
address issues of sustainable environmental design, although such denomination is not expressed explicitly.
Some examples are “Physics 2”, “Theory of Architecture”, “Solar Geometry”, “Construction 3”, “Construction
5”, “Other Technologies”, “Organization and Management of Works”, “Installations”, “Architectural Design 3,
4 and 5” and “Solar Energy Installations in Architecture”. Moreover, it has to be pointed out that many
teachers of the school have shown interest in the gradual introduction of environmental issues, and many of
them have been gradually introducing such contents in different modules of the academic curriculum.
Considering that environmental issues are intrinsic to architecture, it is necessary to include, increase and
emphasize the environmental contents currently present (and those that need to be included) in core and
obligatory modules, so that they become part of the basic training that any architect should acquire in an
academic degree. The new curricular structure and syllabus, which is being developed and taught in its first
year, is a great opportunity to support such developments, especially in the new design modules arranged as
workshops supported by six teachers who simultaneously teach different architectural disciplines.
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6.3. New Opportunities at the School of Architecture of Seville
The current European regulations support various kinds of educational improvements related to the
introduction of energy and environmental issues in architecture, although such improvements and
developments are not actually demanded by these regulations. The current Spanish regulations permit the
necessary change and even promote it by demanding teaching methods which are more appropriate for the
needs of today’s architectural practice, undoubtedly including environmental and sustainability issues.
The interest shown at the School of Architecture of Seville by students and teachers alike regarding issues
related to the natural environment and architecture allows and fosters the creation of an ‘environmental’
curriculum that includes this kind of knowledge in the teaching of architecture. The School of Architecture of
Seville is currently immersed in the process of creating a new curriculum structure and syllabus adapted to
European regulations and standards (e.g., stemming from the Bologna process and the European Higher
Education Area), therefore bringing to the fore a great opportunity to introduce environmental contents in the
pedagogy of architecture. The new syllabus is based on five principles or teaching strategies:
1.

Acknowledgment of the need to teach architecture starting from the principle of differentiation of
teaching subjects and knowledge areas, but always in a coordinated way.

2.

Conception of the architectural practice as an essential operating synthesis of all subjects and
disciplinary areas. The pedagogical instrument for such integration is the Architectural Design Studio.
The curriculum consists of eight workshops, one every semester starting from the third one. The student
will carry out eight architectural design proposals and a final thesis project throughout the degree.

3.

The need for a profound basic introduction that teaches students the cultural territories, the elements
that compose them and the people who populate them, in order for them to gradually and continuously
develop an approach to architecture based on these cultural domains. These foundations of architecture
will be taught during the first and second semester, where all knowledge areas will be present.

4.

The transversal and longitudinal coordination of teaching will be ensured by means of different relations
between programmes and teaching projects of each subject, with regards to a common teaching project
related to each semester’s title and which will be developed by stable teaching teams.

5.

Teaching innovation. The use of teaching methodologies based on active learning, with a strong
relationship between objectives, competences, contents, on-site and virtual activities and assessment.
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P_ Project design
U_ Urbanism
H_ History and Theory of Architecture
PH_ Building Physics
D_ Graphic Design

Part 2

C_ Building Construction
S_ Structures
BF_ Building Facilities
Ele_ Elective module
Lc free module_ a student can study any module
amongst the University’s different programmes

M_ Mathematics

6.4. Elements of the Syllabus
The total teaching load for the proposed curricular structure would be 360 European Credits (ECTS). 300
European credits are equivalent to ten semesters of 30 credits each. Each year is made up of two
semesters, and the outstanding 60 credits will be devoted to the final design project of the sixth year. All
subjects – including the design studio – have a teaching load of 6 credits each, which are equivalent to four
teaching hours a week, on a total of four teaching hours a day and five days a week, with fifteen weeks per
semester. The application of active learning methodologies breaks off the traditional division between theory
and practice. A ratio of 20-25 students per teacher is proposed for every group within studio, with a total of
16 groups per semester.

6.5. Architectural Design Studio
The new concept of studio developed by the new syllabus is a great chance to introduce environmental
issues from the disciplinary domain of all teaching subjects in an integrated way. In order to do this, the new
environmental competences being developed could represent a very interesting pedagogical tool and could
ensure an adequate environmental approach throughout the design studio. If the group of participating
teachers are involved in the development of the corresponding environmental competences during the
module (these should be previously defined and suggested by the headship of the School of Architecture),
the very participative and transversal dynamics of the studio would ensure the necessary and complete
environmental training of students throughout the whole degree.

Figure 16. Fully integrated model

The new syllabus of the School of Architecture of Seville responds
to the classification of curricular structure defined by EDUCATE as
a workshop-fully integrated model. In this case, in fact the design is
conceived as an interdisciplinary working space where the
contents of different disciplinary areas converge around and within
design projects. Knowledge from different fields is delivered so as
to meet the demands and the pace of studio in terms of both
delivery of competence and timing. Starting from the initial
principles that shape the design studio, this proposal holds the
potential of providing noteworthy results, provided that teaching
resources are optimised and carefully managed (Fig. 16).

6.6. How the Design Studio works
Each studio will be based on a balanced contribution from each of the following six Departments: Design,
Construction and Installations, Structures and Foundations, Drawing, History and Theory, and Urban
Planning. Each Department will have an equitable participation in the Studio, adapting to specific functional
circumstances but always guaranteeing simultaneity and due coordination. The creation of stable teaching
teams for each semester and for each group will be encouraged. Such teams will establish a common
programme for the semester, which will follow the corresponding theme and will coordinate the teaching
projects of each subject. This common programme will approach the global objectives of the studio in
coordination with the particular objectives of each subject. Each student will develop an architectural design
proposal following the requests of the teaching programme. This should be relevant to the students’
motivation and facilitate an approach to real case studies; it should be complex with regards to the existence
and coordination of various spheres and areas; and it should provide an overview of the issues at stake.
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The students should have continuous feedback so as to facilitate the making of decisions and foster their
autonomy. The objectives, contents and coursework to be produced within the different subjects of each
semester will be related to the theme/title of the semester and the respective design studio. The design
studio also implies a spatial relationship in which each student will have their own permanent working space
throughout the semester.

6.7. Teaching by Competences
The development of environmental competences provides a great opportunity to guide the curricular
improvements at the School of Architecture of Seville. In this sense, the headship of the School is working
towards the introduction of some methodological changes in the curriculum in line with the Bologna Process
and the establishment of a European Higher Education Area.
One of the most important initiatives of the headship is to promote the translation of the syllabus of each
module into competences and learning outcomes that students should acquire, instead of contents to be
delivered and learned. To this aim, several projects are being carried out with the purpose of encouraging
teachers’ participation in this task in an in-depth and personalized way. The aim of these activities is to
involve as many teachers as possible in the development of the competences and learning outcomes of the
modules they teach, which would ensure in the medium and long term a real and clear development of such
competences in terms of professional knowledge acquired.
These initiatives can provide an opportunity to foster the introduction of environmental and sustainability
issues starting from the development of competences and learning outcomes. This can constitute the basis
for the transversal transfer of such competences and skills to the complete syllabus of the School of
Architecture. This process of incorporating environmental and sustainability aspects in the syllabus of the
School of Architecture of Seville can be potentially applied to all architecture schools in Spain.
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7. Budapest University of Technology and Economics
7.1. Faculty of Architecture
The legal predecessor of the
Budapest University of Technology
and Economics (BME), the Palatine
József Technical University, started
the education of architects in 1871
at the Department of Architecture
and Engineering, making it the first
in Hungary. Until the 90’s, this was
the only place where architects
could be trained in the country.

Figure 17. The Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Nowadays, the Faculty of Architecture is one of the eight faculties of BME. The University is strongly
research-oriented, having conferred doctoral degrees since the nineteenth century in various fields of
engineering and having being engaged in numerous research projects (at European and/or national level).
The quality of the teaching staff of the Faculty is shown by the fact that, among them, there are three
members of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and four Kossuth prize (a state-sponsored award) holders.
The number of teachers with a scientific degree is 64 and the number of professors is 12 at the moment.
Many excellent Hungarian architects participate in the education activities of the Faculty as part-time
teachers. Architecture is, by its own nature, at the same time art and engineering. The traditional strength of
the course at BME is the balance of these two fields. Besides the technical and engineering knowledge, in
fact, the development of artistic creative qualities is equally represented.
The most important changes brought in recent years to the curriculum have been concerned with the
structure of the education. With respect to the recognition of the degrees in view of the prescriptions of the
European Union and other international requirements, the Ministry of Education has allowed the Faculty of
Architecture to continue the traditional 5-year continuous MSc course without substantial changes, while it
also prescribed to start a 2-level curriculum following the dictates of the Bologna process. Consequently, the
Faculty currently offers two educational pathways: a 5-year direct MSc curriculum and a 2-level BSc/MSc
training structured in a 4-year undergraduate degree (BSc/BA) followed by a 1.5-year graduate (MSc)
course.
The yearly intake of students has been comprised between 210 and 245 as an average in the last few years.
The quota of admission was established in a way that two-thirds of the students would be enrolled in the 5year direct MSc education (approximately 160 students), and one-third in the 2-level BSc/MSc education
(around 80 students). Both curriculums are accredited by the Hungarian Higher Educational Accreditation
Committee, an independent professional organization responsible for the quality of higher education in
Hungary. The MSc and the traditional 5-year direct MSc education are both given recognition by the
Chamber of Hungarian Architects, and following 2+5 years of professional practice, lead to an unlimited
license in the architectural profession.
At BME, the postgraduate students in the doctoral program (approximately 55 students in total) can obtain
either a DLA (Doctor of Liberal Arts) or a PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) title, depending on the artistic or the
engineering direction taken by their research, and clearly supposing an elevated and independent degree of
competence and knowledge in the chosen field.

7.2. Environmental Design in the Curriculum
Until the 2009/10 academic year, the Faculty offered a curriculum in architecture based on an elective
curricular model, where issues of environmental sustainability and low-energy design were introduced with
several stand-alone compulsory modules and a number of elective subjects. Although these satellite
modules were not integrated in design studio, they were successful in providing a significant technical
grounding in sustainability for the students interested in this domain. Unfortunately, many of the mentioned
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modules were elective and typically tailored for a single semester. In addition, they were generally delivered
in the form of ex-cathedra lectures, although in some cases practical applications (often computer-aided)
were also integrated. Successful completion of all subjects includes the passing of a final examination.
In this curricular structure, students are first introduced to sustainable forms of energy in the third semester
of their course by the “Building Physics” compulsory module. During the lectures, the latest EU Directives
and energy regulations are shown in order to provide the theoretical background necessary to comprehend
the complex idea of sustainable architecture. An elective year-long module of the sixth semester,
“Environmentally-friendly Construction Methods 1 and 2”, is offered by the Department of Building
Constructions. During the first semester, principles are illustrated within the discussion of natural,
sociological, and economical aspects of architecture, and are integrated into the current issues of
sustainable development, whilst the idea of sustainable architecture is introduced and explained. The
students are expected to apply this new information in the form of small design projects. In the first semester,
students are required to design the main buildings of a southern-Hungarian eco-community at a conceptplan level (with the consultation of their teachers and local representatives), while in the second semester
they continue the design of the buildings up to the design documentation level.
Specific energy calculations are shown and performed in other elective modules, belonging to the
Department of Building Energetics and Building Services. In the module “Natural Lighting Methods”, the
qualitative and quantitative aspects of natural light are investigated in detail, as well as the various options
available (together with their limitations), while attention is also given to the effects of location, general
assembly of buildings and results of economical calculations. The module “Thermal Water Utilization and the
Heat and Water Sourcing of Buildings” shows the favourable geothermic conditions of Hungary, explaining
the types of thermal waters available, their qualities, the methods for their utilization, the techniques of water
well creations and the heating of industrial and residential buildings with thermal energy. The “Computer
Aided Calculation and Sizing of Solar Buildings” (SolarCAD) is also an elective module, which aims to
introduce and explain the principles and practices of software solutions that can aid the design of buildings
utilizing solar energy to a full extent. Software that is shown and applied is mostly used for the evaluation of
correlations between architectural concepts (e.g., mass, orientation, man-made and natural environment,
floor plans) structures and building elements (e.g., boundaries, surfaces, glass elements, shading devices)
and the energetic and heat comfort effects of solar radiation. The “Energy Conscious Design” module
investigates the results of space-volume and mass correlations on the energy balance. Students are
introduced to the effects of natural and passive design strategies. The module “Structures of Solar Buildings”
is an elective module that introduces in detail passive, hybrid and active solar systems, their components,
functions and special building construction solutions, sizing and detailing.
At the beginning of the Master’s programme, or after the 3rd year in the 5-year direct curriculum, three
alternative educational pathways (specialisations) are presented to the students, encompassing a wide
range of complex design topics and elective subjects, and allowing for the specialisation of their studies.
These specialisation possibilities are:
 Structural Design – buildings and other structures;
 Architectural Design – buildings with different functions, their interiors and surroundings, the preservation
of historical buildings;
 Urban Design – planning and management of towns and settlements.
In the 8th and the 9th semester of the curriculum, the design and construction principles and the correlations
between the various fields are understood and demonstrated through the 2-semestrer long so-called
“Complex Design Studio 1 and 2”. In the integrated process, various Faculty members are available for
simultaneous consultation in a real studio environment. The studio’s target in the first semester is to realize
the design of a public or residential building based on a real location to such a level that it could be submitted
for town planning approval. The work of students should fit with the requirements of a given brief and be
supported by academic research into buildings and functions of similar type. The design is developed with
the assistance of architectural consultants and of tutors from the associated teaching Departments. The
design should be also developed from the point of view of structural engineering, building physics, building
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constructions, construction technology and management, mechanical engineering and environmental
engineering. At the end of the semester, the students have to present their analysis, the design proposal,
and the technical solutions devised for the further development of the project. During the second semester of
the studio, the students focus on the development of their project to a level comparable to a construction
document: plans, accompanied by detail drawings, interior design and landscape. Generally, a group of
approximately 25 students is tutored by 4-5 architects, 2 professionals of building constructions, 2 specialists
on structural engineering and 1 consultant on mechanical engineering and construction technology.

7.3. Teaching and Learning Development
From a critical overview of the 2009/10 curricular structure, it is clear that the rising awareness of
sustainability and the current environmental challenges require some changes in higher education to equip
students with the skills and competence needed. As a consequence, during the 2010 spring semester the
Faculty decided both to improve the stand-alone modules and the existing studio work, developing a
partially-integrated curricular model into the pedagogy, with a strong support from the Chamber of Hungarian
Architects (Fig. 18). Several initiatives in teaching and learning development have recently been initiated at
the Faculty and several more are planned.
To improve the number of compulsory subjects, a new module was
introduced, “Sustainable Constructions”, to explain and show the
available technical tools for sustainable architecture. This module is
mandatory for 4th year students in the structural design academic
specialisation, and elective in the architectural design pathway at
the Faculty of Architecture. The module follows the structure of the
year-long elective module “Environmentally-friendly Construction
Methods 1 and 2”. After discussion of theoretical foundations, the
subject material focuses on environmentally conscious renewal
options for buildings, including energy and health issues, water,
waste disposal and material selection. The module also includes
Figure 18. Partially integrated model
practical exercises where students, partially through design work,
are shown applications of specific principles and solutions. Students are asked to produce construction level
and documentation drawings for a renewal design project. The semester is closed with an examination.
Another new module “The Technical Tools of Sustainable Architecture” is currently under development. This
module will have a similar content to the elective subject currently included in the regular academic system,
but will be offered as a specialized training option for the MSc system currently undergoing accreditation.
The “Building Energetics” module is currently under development by the Department of Building Energetics
and Building Services. At the beginning the module will be elective, but it will be made compulsory after the
completion of the accreditation process. Moreover, the Department intends to reorganise its existing elective
modules. The new “Bioclimatic Design” module would represent the first step for students interested in
sustainability, following which currently offered modules will analyse specific topics in detail (e.g., natural
lighting, energy conscious design, structures of solar buildings, etc.). The last step of the education in
sustainable environmental design will be the existing module “SolarCAD”, so as to introduce the principles
and practice of simulation programs that can support the design of buildings, utilising solar energy to its
maximum extent.
In the development of a partially-integrated curricular model, work has started in order to change the topic of
the existing ‘complex design studios’. During the 2009/10 academic year, students in one of the studios
(around 25 students) have been working on a new sustainable residential building (with low energy
consumption) in a town near Budapest (Telki). This project was carried out with strong cooperation amongst
the students and between three Departments (Department of Residential Buildings, Building Constructions
and Building Energetics). The module has been conceived to offer to the students the opportunity to
practically apply the theoretical knowledge acquired. Consideration is taken of numerous environmental
issues, supported by the utilisation of analytical tools and the experience of different tutors. According to the
experience and feedback of the first semester, the Faculty has decided to continue and extend this work. An
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evaluation checklist has been developed in order to compare the performance of the designed building
projects and the students will use the Portal developed by EDUCATE during their studies.
In Hungary, every year a scientific student competition is organized in the form of a conference at almost all
the Universities. This is a self-training work – of approximately half a year of duration – that is developed in
parallel to regular compulsory studies. The students work alone or in group and carry out research with the
help of a supervisor. There is a wide range of suggested topics for research: e.g., historical structures,
sustainable architecture, high-tech constructions, insulation, fire-protection, building acoustics, etc.
Generally, 3rd and 4th year students are interested in this kind of extra-curricular work; they are able to
conduct several tests or monitoring in the laboratories or develop a literature review in the subject chosen.
The final results are grouped according to the subjects chosen and students are asked to present their work
at the yearly conference. The conference takes place generally in November and the best students’ works
compete in a national conference. Last semester, a section on ‘sustainable architecture’ was established
and, in the course of next year, the competition will also include a section on the topic of ‘design of lowenergy houses’. This will be a design section, where the students will have to design a low-energy (or
passive) building. The jury will consist of design tutors and teachers from the technical Departments.
The Faculty has founded a CIB Student Chapter (International Council for Research and Innovation in
Building and Construction) at the University and teachers and young researchers work together in different
Task Groups and Working Commissions, contributing to defined themes and areas (e.g., heat and moisture
transfer in buildings, climate change and the built environment, building regulations and control against
climate). During the last fall semester, the first International CIB Student Chapter Conference was organized
in Budapest (based on the national scientific student competition mentioned above) with the participation of
students and young researchers from different countries (e.g. Malaysia, Spain, Japan, etc.). The Department
motivates the students to participate in the work of CIB and to contact researchers around the world.
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